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FACULTY

~ ..Qf_

PERSONNEL POL ICY AND PROCEDURE

S E C T I 0 N 000-099

~

0. 01

Code

~

OF TRUSTEES, CODE,

Personna I Po I icy and Proced ure...;Oef i ned 1

A.

The Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure of Central Washington University
is a set of policies approved by the Board of Trustees pursuant to the board's
authority in RCW 288.40.120, subsection (11), wherein the Legislature provided
author i za"t ion to 11 •
promu Igate such ru Ies and regu Iat ions, and perform a I I
other acts not forbidden by law, as the board of trustees may in its discretion deem
necessary or appropriate to the administration of the university."

B.

This code is binding on the faculty as defined in Section 1.01, the university
administration, and the Board of Trustees. Provisions may be changed in accordance
with procedures provided in Section 0.10.

c.

AI I university policies and procedures are subject to federal laws, to the laws of
the state of Washington and the authority vested in the Board of Trustees. Nothing
in this code shall be construed as an abrogation or an extension in any way of any
responsibility or power vested in the Board of Tr~stees by the laws of the state of
Washington.
AI I provisions of this code may be subject to
Legislative Enactments.

0.05

Repea I
A.

0.10

REVISIONS

~

~

Carta In Board Ordinances

~

and

superseded

by

Washington

State

Ru Ies

The Board of Trustees of Central Washington University by the adoption of this code
repeals any and all ordinances and policies adopted by the board and any and all
rules adopted by the board which are contrary to or inconsistent with the provisions
in this code.
The enumeration in this code of certain rights and duties shall not
prohibit the university administration from adopting and retaining operational rules
which are not in conflict or inconsistent with the rules contained in this code. Any
pending action or proceeding shal I not be affected by this code except that
subsequent proceedings therein shall conform with the provisions of this code so tar
as applicable.

Procedure to Amend the Faculty Code--Regular Procedures
A.

Proposals tor amendments to the Faculty Code of Personnel Pol icy and Procedure may be
initiated by the Board of Trustees, any board member or members, the Faculty Senate
and the President. Amendment proposals may be processed to their resolution in
groups or singly.
Except in an emergency, the procedure
proposals shall be as follows:

1 The words 11 he, him, man" and the like
mascu I i ne sense.

shal I

be

tor

amendmen~

understood

in

to

their

the

code

general,

through

such

rather

than
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1.

Amendment proposals submitted to the Board of Trustees by the president or any
board member(s) shall be submitted in addition and at the same time to the
Faculty Senate. All senate review of the proposals shall be completed within
sixty (60) calendar days of the academic year after receipt of such proposals
and at or before the end of such sixty (60) day period the senate shal I submit
a report to the Board of Trustees and the president stating the position of the
Faculty Senate regarding the president's or board members• amendment proposals.
Proposals rejected by any of these parties may be submitted tor resolution of
differences under procedures described in Section 0.10, Subsection A, s.

2.

Amendment proposals shall be submitted to the Board of Trustees by the Faculty
Senate through the office of the president. The president and board reviews of
the proposals shall be completed within sixty (60) calendar days of the
academic year after receipt of such proposals and at or before the end of such
sixty (60) day period the board and the president shall submit reports to the
Faculty Senate stating their respective positions on the senate's amendment
proposals. Proposals rejected by the president or the Board of Trustees may be
submitted for resolution of differences under procedures described in Section
0.10~ Subsection A, 5.

3.

Senate and faculty action on amendment proposals originating with
shall proceed as tol lows:

the

faculty

a.

A faculty member may originate an amendment proposal by submitting it to
the senate accompanied by the supporting signatures of at least 10
percent of all faculty members as defined in Section 1.01 of this code.

b.

After submission of the amendment proposal to the senate, the Senate Code
Committee shal I consider the rationale for the proposal and may recommend
such changes in the form and substance of the proposal as it deems
necessary.

c.

The amendment proposal, accompanied by recommended changes by the Code
Committee, and at the same time notice of pubi ic hearing on such proposal
before the Code Committee shai I be submitted to each faculty member in
writing at least ten (10) calendar days of the academic year before said
public hearing is to be held.

d.

After the public hearings the Code Committee shal I report to the Faculty
Senate.
The senate shall then consider the amendment proposal and vote
on it. If the proposed amendment passes the senate by a two-thirds
majority, it shall then be submitted to the president, and be duly acted
upon as in Section 0.10, Subsection A, 2.

4.

The faculty may override the action of the senate through
faculty review provided in this code.

5.

Except as otherwise provided in Section 0.01 c., the Board of Trustees may take
action on any proposal previously submitted by the Faculty Senate, the
president and board member(s) not less than thirty (30) calendar days of the
academic year after submittl.ng the final amendment proposal to the Faculty
Senate and the president, provided that:
a.

The board may immediately adopt the proposal it
Faculty Senate have approved the proposal; or

the

the

procedures

president

and

for

the
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b.

AI I proposals and recommendations made, and positions teken formal iy by
the Faculty Senate and the president wi II be given serious consideration
and study by the Board of Tru5tee& and the tru&tees shal I present
reasons, in writing, to the Faculty Senate and the president, it the
board rejects the proposals, recommendations, or positions; and

c.

If the board rejects the proposal(s) and if objections are tiled by the
Faculty Senate or the president with the board chairman within fifteen
(15) calendar days of that rejection, at least two (2) meetings
attempting to resolve differences shal I be held between the president,
the Faculty Senate Executive Committee, and a member or members of the
Board of Trustees within thirty (30) calendar days tol lowing the
presentation of objections by the Faculty Senate or the president and
within the academic year, if possible. These meetings shall be open to
all interested parties and shall provide tor all parties to be heard
publicly, according to procedures promulgated by the group designated to
meet to resolve differences. If such differences are resolved in such
meeting(sl, the Board of Trustees at its next meeting shall consider tor
adoption the proposed amendment so agreed to. If, at the conclusion of
these meetings, any party, Board of Trustees, Faculty Senate Executive
Committee, or president, declines to accept all or part of the proposed
amendment, that party may declare that an impasse exists, in which case
the tol lowing procedures shall be utilized:
i.

iI•

Within fifteen (15) calendar days ot the academic year, tol lowing a
declaration of impasse, an Impasse Committee shall be designated,
shal I del I berate the issue(s) involved, and shal I render a majority
recommendation, which shall be considered advisory to all parties.
The Impasse eommittee shall be comprised of the tol lowing persons:
(aa)

Two persons designated by the president;

<bb)

Two persons designated by the Faculty Senate;

(cc)

One committee chairperson designated by unanimous agreement
of the above committee members.
It a chairperson is not
selected within twenty-five <25> calendar days tol lowing the
declaration of an impasse, within the academic year, a new
committee shall be designated by the parties.

The Impasse Committee sha II provide written notification of its
recommendations to all affected parties. At its next meeting, the
Board of Trustees sha II review the impassed item and reach its
final conclusion.

6.

As a general rule, board, president, faculty senate and faculty action on the
code shall be completed within the regular academic year, as defined in Section
1.03 of this Faculty Code. This is to allow the president's office to issue an
updated code on September 1 of each year, and to cause all action on code
revision to take place during the academic year.

7.

In order to assure that the Faculty Code of Personnel Pol icy and Procedure is
kept under study, and updated, the Faculty Senate Code Committee and the
president of the university shall review the code each year and submit their
proposed revisions to the Board of Trustees and the Faculty Senate before
January 1. Such proposals may be made jointly or independently.
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0.15

8.

A request tor formal interpretation of the code must be initially submitted to
the F~culty Senate Code Committee which shall review the request and make a
written recommendation to the president and the Board of Trustees within sixty
(60) d~ys of the date of receipt by the request. The Board of Trustees shall
take action on the proposed request within ninety (90) days of its receipt of
the Code Committee.

9.

If the Board of Trustees takes emergency action, such action shal I be effective
until the procedures outlined In Section 0.10 have been completed.

Delegation~

A.

Authority

Unless the Board of Trustees specitical ly delegates its ~uthorlty by formal action or
resolution to specific individuals or groups, only the Board of Trustees m~y
authorize appointments, leaves, promotions and other employment conditions and
privl leges contained in this code.
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SECTION 100-199

ACADEMIC FREEDOM, FACULTY AND FACULTY SENATE

1.01

Faculty--Defined
A.

As used In this Faculty Code, the word "faculty" shall mean
employed full time by the university:

only

those

individuals

1.

who teach, coach, serve as Athletic Director, supervise research or engage in
similar academic endeavors in which students receive credit or academic benefit
and who hold one (1) of the following academic ranks:
professor, associate
professor, assistant professor, and instructor, or who hold one of the
following professional designations: lecturer, coach, Athletic Director, or
teaching associate in the Washington Center for Early Childhood Education.

2.

who occupy administrative positions and who hold one (1)
ranks I isted in Section 2.05, ~

of

the

professional

a.

who hold academic tenure or

b.

who occupy one (1) of the following administrative posts:
President,
Vice President for Acad.mlc Affairs, Dean of Graduate Studies, Dean of
Undergraduate Studies, Dean of an Academic School.

who serve as librarians and/or professional media specialists or who serve as
members of the counseling and testing services and who hold one ( 1) of the
professional designations or acad.mic ranks listed in Section 1.01 A 1.
B.

1.02

The word "tacu Ity" as used In thIs code does not app Iy to any other emp Ioyees of the
university Including but not limited to adjunct faculty, part-time faculty (less than
full-time assignment, by academic year or by quarterly assignment), civil service
employees,
civil service exempt employees without academic rank and student
employees. Such employees are not entitled to the rights and privileges of this code
unless specific code provisions make such allowances.

Full-Time Appointment--Defined
A.

B.

Full-time appointment or employment means that the faculty member
1.

is receiving full salary and benefits;

2.

is carrying a full faculty load as defined in Sections 2.38 and 2.39;

3.

may have a full-time assignment with responslbl llties divided between
departments and with or between other units of the university.

academic

Faculty members who are normally regular full-time employees, who are on part-time or
full-time leave of any kind as authorized by this code, or who have a part-time
assignment, shall retain the same employment status as accorded to all ful 1-time
faculty as defined in Section 1.01, except as otherwise provided in this code.
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1.03

Academic Year--Defined
A.

"Academic Year" as used in this Faculty Code shall mean the three (3) successive
regular quarters--tall, winter, and spring--inclusively.
This definition is not
meant to restrict kinds and types of appointments listed elsewhere in this code.

1.04 Working Days--Academic Year
A.

Acadern Ic year working days, or "unIversity ca Ien dar days, •• when a II tu I 1-t i me facu Ity
are expected to be present, are considered to be the total of all instructional,
registration, and final examination days.
In addition, the president of the
university may require the faculty to be present for advising, planning, orientation
and testing purposes two (2) business days (week
days
immediately
before
registration) In the fall. In addition up to twenty percent (20%> of the faculty of
each school and/or faculty unit, including a representative of each department, may
be required to attend spring commencement unless excused by the appropriate dean or
unit director.
The advising, planning, orientation and testing days and the
commencement day are considered added professional responsibilities; however such
days are not counted when a faculty member's salary is prorated in working days.

B.

In addition, faculty members shall meet their other professional responslbil ities,
such as reporting class grades, which are due two working days following the end of a
quarter.

c.

The definition of working days given above does not apply to those faculty who accept
twelve ( 12> month or other types of appointments nor does IT include summer school
appointments.

1.05 Rights and Prlvl leges of Faculty
A.

All faculty, as defined in Section 1.01 of this Faculty Code, shall be eligible to
vote in faculty meetings and in all university faculty elections and faculty-wide
votes conducted by the Faculty Senate. The voting of part-time faculty (not included
in Section 1.01) and student representatives on departmental matters shall be
determined by the full-time faculty of that department unless otherwise resTricted by
other provisions In this code.

B.

All faculty defined in Section 1.01 shal I be entitled to and subject to alI the
duties, rights and privileges prescribed in this Faculty Code unless otherwise
specitical ly restricted by particular code provisions--e.g., faculty are not eligible
tor nor may they ever achieve rank or tenure in their administrative positions.

1.06 Academic Freedom
A.

Faculty members retain their constitutional rights and sacrifice none by virtue of
their professional association with the university. Of particular importance is
academic freedom, which is the right of students and scholars in institutions of
higher education freely to think, study, discuss, investigate, teach and publish.
Institutions of higher education are conducted tor the common good. The common good
depends upon the free search for truth and its free exposition. So defined, academic
freedom is essential to these purposes, and carries with it responsibi 1itles and
duties correlative with rights included in, but not limited to, the following:
1.

The faculty member shal I have freedom in the classroom in discussing his
subject, but he sha II ·not introduce Into his teaching matter that which has no
relation to his subject;
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2.

Each faculty member shall have full freedom in research and in the publicaTion
of the results, provided that the quality of his performance of his other
academic duties is not adversely affected;

3.

The faculty member is a citizen, a member of a learned profession, and an
officer of an educational institution. When he speaks or writes as a citizen,
he shal I be tree from institutional censorship or discipline, but his special
position in the community imposes special obligations. As a man of learning
and an educational officer, he should remember that the public may judge his
profession and his Institution by his utterances. Hence, he should strive at
all times to be accurate, should exercise appropriate restraint, should show
respect tor the opinions of others and shall be expected to make every effort
to Indicate that he is not an institutional spokesman. As a citizen engaged in
a profession that depends upon freedom for its well-being and integrity, the
faculty member has a particular obi igation to promote conditions of tree
Inquiry.

FACULTY SENATE OF CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
1.10

Faculty Senate
A.

1.20

The Faculty Senate, as the representative body of the faculty of the university as
defined in Section 1.01 of this Faculty Code shall have the responsibility of acting
tor and on behalf of that Faculty in all matters.

Faculty Senate--Powers
The Faculty Senate shall have the following powers and duties:

1.25

A.

to review and approve changes that the president, and other administrators or that
departments and their chairmen and committees wish to initiate regarding educational
ppl icy, curricula, academic programs, and academic regulations and standards;

B.

to initiate action recommending studies and changes relating to educational
curricula, academic programs, and academic regulations and standards;

c.

to recommend to the president and to the faculty on matters relating to faculty
welfare or morale, personnel policy and procedures, student affairs, business and
budgetary affairs, and other matters of professional interest to faculty.

pol icy,

Faculty Senate--Membership
A.

The Faculty Senate shall be comprised of:
1.

the tol lowing voting members:
a.

One senator and an alternate elected from each academic department and
from each of the following: library faculty; staff of the Washington
Center tor Early Childhood Education;
faculty of tne Ethnic Studies
~rogram;
and combined membership of the Counseling and Testing Services;

b.

At-large senators each with an alternate, equal in number to one-fourth
(1/4> of all departments and faculty units represented on the Faculty
Senate and rounded to the nearest whole number;
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c.
2.

1.30

Three (3) full-time students, elected by the student body.

.The president
required).

of

the

university,

ex

officio

(non-voting,

attendance

B.

Terms of service for alI senators shal I be three (3) years, beginning on
Provisions for replacements will be found In the Faculry Senate By laws.

c.

Except for the provision for student senators (1.25 A 3), only faculty members
defined In Section 1.01 shall be eligible to serve on the Faculty Senate.

D.

A faculty senator is the uninstructed representative of his constituents.
It shall
be· the responsibi llty of each senator to act In a fiduciary capacity in relation to
However, having exercised such
his constituents and to seek their opinions.
responsibility, each faculty senator shal I be free to make his own decisions, to
speak and vote on matters according to his own reasoned judgments.

Ott i cars

~ _!!!!.

June

not

15.

as

Senate

The Faculty Senate shall elect annually from among Its membership a Chairman and such other
principal officers, with their powers and duties, as established in its Bylaws. The
Chairman shal I be the presiding officer at alI meetings of the Senate, at any Faculty
Forum, and at general faculty meetings upon request by the president of the university. He
shall serve as official representative and spokesman of the faculty and the Senate in
communication with the faculty, the Board of Trustees, the administration, the student
body, and other groups; and In this capacity shal I have~ officio membership upon alI
major administrative committees.
As chief executive officer of the Senate, he shall
coordinate and expedite the business of the Senate and its committees.
1.40 Committees
The Facu Ity Senate sha I I create such .!!!, ~ and stand i ng conm Ittees as prov i dad for . in Its
Bylaws;
but shal I establish the tol lowing standing committees, with powers and duties as
descrIbed;
A.

The Faculty Senate Code Committee shal I be concerned with the continuing study and
improvement of the Faculty Code, and shall receive, review, initiate, and make
recommendations or proposals for amendments to the Faculty Code, coordinating Its
efforts with other individuals, groups or committees as necessary or appropriate, and
shall prepare drafts of such amendments and present such drafts to the senate
together with the rationale for such amendments~ and shall do such other similar
things as may be requested by or approved by the Senate Executive Committee.

B.

The Faculty Senate Budget Committee shall be concerned with recommendations regarding
the budgetary and financial affairs of the university, the level of financial support
tor the university and the short- and long-range budgetary projections and the
distribution of funds within the university. The committee shal I cooperate with
other individuals, groups or committees in carrying out its duties, and shall do such
other things as may be requested by or approved by the Senate Executive Committee.

c.

The Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee shall be concerned with the
study,
development, and improvement of the curriculum, educational programs, and academic
pol Icy at the university, shall cooperate with other individuals, groups or
committees at the university In carrying out Its duties, and shal I do such other
things as may be requested by or approved by the Senate Executive Committee.

FACULTY CODE
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1.50

Page 9

D.

The Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee shal I be concerned with the study and
improvement of academic standards and academic organizational structures. It shall
make policy recommendations concerning admissions, registration, grading, withdrawal,
the university calendar scheduling, and academic support systems such as the library
and audio-visual division. It shall cooperate with other Individuals, groups or
committees
in
long-range
planning, Including the creation of new schools,
departments, programs and academic posts. It shal I do such other similar things as
may be requested by or approved by the Senate Executive Committee.

E.

The Faculty Senate Personnel Committee shall be concerned withal I matters relating
to the terms and with conditions of faculty employment at the university, aspects of
academic pol icy which affect faculty morale, and with other matters which may be
considered with the approval of or upon request of the Senate Executive Committee.

Faculty Forum
The faculty forum is an unofficial open meeting of the faculty·to which all members of the
faculty shall be invited and which shall be presided over by the chairman of the Faculty
Senate or a faculty member designated by him. A faculty forum may be called for any
purpose.
The chairman and/or the Senate Executive Committee shall decide whether, when,
and for what purpose a faculty forum may be cal led.

1.55

Referendum
The Faculty Senate may decide to refer any question or Issue before It to the faculty at
large for vote, which shall be conducted with reasonable promptness according to such
procedures as may be prescribed by the Senate Executlv~ Committee.

1.60

Initiative
Any ten (10) faculty members may, by written petition fl led with the chairman of the
Faculty Senate, secure consideration, with reasonable promptness, of any matter over . which
the senate has power to act.

1.65

Review~

Faculty

All actions of the Faculty Senate shall be subject to review by the university faculty as
defined in Section 1.01.
A review shall be conducted only after a written petition tor
review has been signed by at least ten percent of the faculty as defined in Section 1.01
and submitted to the Faculty Senate chairman. The petition tor review must be filed no
later than 14 days after the approval of the minutes of the meeting during which the action
to be reviewed was taken. A special meeting of the Faculty Senate shall be cal led by the
senate chairman within 10 days after the petition is submitted. If the senate refuses to
change its position, a vote of the entire faculty on the action under review shall be
conducted by the Faculty Senate Executive Committee. The voting procedure shal I provide
tor a secret vote of the faculty and tor voting to continue for seven (7) calendar days
(inclusive>. A majority vote of those faculty voting on the question shal I determine the
outcome of the review and whether or not the senate action is reversed. From the date of
the ti I ing of a valid petition tor review until the determination of the outcome of the
vote of the faculty on the action under review, the Faculty Senate may not undertake action
concerning or affecting the original action of the senate under review.
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SECTION 200-299

TYPES OF APPOINTMENT;

LEAVES; LOAD; PROMOTIONS; SALARIES; RETIREMENT
EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS

~~

2.05

Academic .Rank
A.

Faculty as defined in Section
classifications:
1.

2.07

shal I

be

Assistant Professor, 3.

ranked

according

to

the

Associate Professor, 4.

following

Professor.

Academic Rank--Limitations
A.

The conferral and possession of academic rank
limitations:

shal I

be

subject

to

the

following

1.

The rank possessed by a faculty member appointed as a substitute for a faculty
member on leave or otherwise absent need not correspond with the rank of the
absent faculty member.

2.

In emergency situations individuals may be appointed to faculty positions
without rank, provIded that such appointments sha I I not be tor more than one
(1) academic year.

3.

There shal I be no arbitrary apportionment of ranks, either within departments,
schools, or throughout the faculty as a whole. The needs of the university
programs and the ability of the university to
finance
various
rank
distributions, however, shall be considered by the Board of Trustees, the
president, the vice president for academic affairs, and the Faculty Senate.

4.

The university shall acknowledge the increased value
previous experience.

5.

As a general policy, new appointments are made at the
assistant professor.

6.

Teaching as soc Iate, adj.unct, senior instructor, Iecturer,
positions are considered "designations" and not "ranks."

'

2.10

Instructor, 2.

1.01

of

the

rank

faculty

of

due

to

instructor

or

and

other

such

Minimum Qual itications tor Academic Rank
A.

The minimum qual lfications tor the tour academic ranks at the university prescribed
in Section 2.05 of the Faculty Code, stated in terms of either or a combination of
both academic preparation and experience or achievement, shal I be as listed below
provided that the original appointment of a faculty member shall normally be made
with the rank for which that faculty member possesses the minimum qualifications, and
provided further that special situations may exist which may justify waiver of the
minimum requirements as provided in this code. Such appointments are recommended by
the appropriate department and its chairman, the appropriate dean and the vice
president tor academic affairs. The university president may permit vacancies and/or
new appointments to be til led only at certain rank levels.
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B.

The tol lowing are regarded as the minimum qualifications for rank and it is
recognized that at any given time, a significant number of faculty members wi I I
quality tor promotion according to these minimal standards, and provided that
evaluation of professional academic experience shall be at the discretion of the vice
president for academic affairs, subject to the grievance procedures of this coda:
1.

Instructor

a.

the Master's degree as recognized by
United
States
accrediting
associations and a minimum of one (1) year of professional academic
experience,
or

b.

2.

the Master's degree as recognized by
United
States
accrediting
associations and 30 quarter credit hours of systematic study beyond that
needed for the Master's degree, if without professional
academic
experience;

Assistant Professor
a.

The Doctorate degree, as recognized by United States
accrediting
associations, or equivalent (I.a. standards established by recognized
United States accrediting associations and two <2> years of professional
academic experience;
or

b.

the Master's degree as recognized by
United
States
accrediting
associations and 45 quarter credit hours of systematic study beyond that
needed tor the Master's degree and three (3) years of professional
academic experience;
or

c.

3.

the Master's degree as recognized by
United
States
accrediting
associations and five (5) years of professional academic experience;

Associate Professor
a.

the Doctorate degree or ~uivalent (i.e.
standards established by
recognized United States accrediting associations) and six (6) years of
professional academic experience;
or

b.

4.

the Master's degree as recognized by
United
States
accrediting
associations and 45 quarter credit hours of systematic study beyond that
needed for the Master's degree, and eight <8> years of professional
academic experience;

Professor
a.

the Doctorate degree in those fields in which such degrees are normally
expected or the equivalent (i.e. standards established by recognized
United States accrediting associations) and
ten
(10)
years
of
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professional academic experience;
and
b.

2.12

i.

excellent teaching which commands the special respect of the
faculty and students; or, for faculty members who do not conduct
organized classes, excellent performance of duties;

11.

evidence of superior scholarship as evidenced in research or
contributions;

iii.

important
professional
contribution
of
local
or
general
significance, or considerable responsibl lity for university pol icy
as chairman or member of the various policy-forming committees, or
a record of effective and significant contribution to the proper
functioning of the university and the educational needs
of
students.

other

Exceptions to Rank Requirements
A.

2.13

possession of these three (3) qualifications:

Exceptions to the rank requirements and technical equivalencies may be made for those
individuals
who,
because
of professional reputation, stature, maturity and
appropriate experience, are worthy of consideration for appointment to rank,
promotion, and tenure, but who may. not be covered by certain other provisions in this
code. In each instance the recommendation shal I be made by the department and
approved by the appropriate administrators, the president, and the Board of Trustees.
Each case shall be presented on its own merits and shall not constitute a precedent
for others.

Lecturer--Rights, Privileges, and Limitations
A.

Except as otherwise provided in the Faculty Code, Lecturers shal I have the
rights· and privileges, and are subject to the following limitations:

following

I.

Individuals appointed to the position of lecturer do not hold academic rank.

2.

A lecturer may be appointed for a term of service not to exceed one year at a
time, and may be subsequently reappointed for an additional term or terms of
service, and may be appointed to either full or part-time positions.

3.

The appointment of lecturers is made by the Board of
Trustees
upon
recommendation of the department involved and approval by the appropriate dean,
the vice president for academic affairs, and the president.

4.

A . lecturer is not eligible for promotion, professional leave, tenure, and other
similar benefits, although he may at any time be given a regular appointment
with academ.ic rank and, with such regular appointment, upon recommendation of
the department and approval by the appropriate dean, the vice president tor
academic affairs and the president, be given the right by the trustees to apply
the
length of time served as lecturer towards promotion, tenure, and
professional leave or other similar benefits.

P~ge
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2.14

5.

In appropriate cases unusual titles may be utilized with the lecturer
classification, such as Senior Lecturer, unless restricted by this code.

6.

All full-time lecturers have rights and privileges of faculty as stipulated
Section 1.05, unless otherwise restricted by this code.

in

Teaching Associat e--Rights, Pri vileges and Limitations
A.

2.15

13

Except as otherwise provided in this code, teaching associates have
rights ~nd privileges, and are subject to the following limitations:
position

of

teaching

associate

do

following

1.

Individuals appointed to
academic rank.

2.

The teaching associate position Is reserved for use at Central Washington
University only for the staff of the Washington Center for Early Childhood
Education.

3.

A teaching associate may be appointed to a yearly term of service in conformity
with the local public school schedule. A teaching associate may be appointed
to full or part-time assignments.

4.

'
A teaching associate Is not eligible for tenure,
although the length of service
as a full-time teaching associate may, upon recommendation of the appropriate
chairmen or program director, the dean, the vice president for academic
affairs, and the president be counted by the university trustees as pert of the
probationary period when a teaching associate Is given a regular appointment
with academic rank.

5.

A teaching associate shell have all responsibilities, obligations, rights, and
privileges as provided for in this code for faculty as defined In Section 1.01,
unless otherwise restricted by the provisions of this code.

6.

Minimum qualifications for a teaching associate at the time of initial
appointment are the Mester's degree as recognized by United States accrediting
associations and two (2) years of professional experience with children.
Exceptions may be made only on the bests of exceptional strengths or
experience. In such instances, the recommendation shal I be made by the staff
of the Washington Center for Early Childhood Education, the appropriate
administrators, and the president, to the Board of Trustees. Each case shal I
be presented on its own merits and shell not constitute a precedent for others.

7.

A teaching associate may be the equivalent of any professional rank in regard
to salary positioning. Salary comparisons may be made with similar positions
in the local public schools.

a.

Except with dismissal or termination as provided in this code, written notice
by the _president or his designee not to renew any teaching associate's
appointment, or of any intention not to recommend reappointment of any teaching
associate to the Board of Trustees shall be made not later than March 15 of
each year.

Spec ia l Tit les and Assignments

the

the

not

hold
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A.

2.16

Coaches, Athletic Director--Rights, Prlvl leges, Limitations
A.

2.17

The Board of Trustees may authorize full or part-time appointments, using titles such
as advisor or counselor. These shall be term appointments specifying a starting aate
and an expiration date. Service in such positions does not count toward tenure.
Recommendations for such appointments are processed through departments and the
appropriate academic administrators.

Except as otherwise provided in this code, coaches have the
privileges, and are subject to the following limitations:

following

rights

and

1.

Individuals appointed to the position of coach or Athletic Director may be
granted the academic rank for which they qualify according to Section 2.10.
If, however, a coach or Athletic Director is granted academic rank, subsequent
salary adjustments are governed by the conditions of the approved faculty
salary schedule in regard to rank and salary. However, such individuals shall
not be granted tenure as coaches.

2.

A coach or Athletic Director is appointed for a term of service as specified
in the letter of appointment to the coaching or Athletic Director position, and
may be appointed to either full- or part-time positions.

3.

A coach or
Athletic
Director
shall
have
alI
rights,
privileges,
responslbi lities, and obligations as provided tor in this code tor faculty as
defined in Section 1.01 unless otherwise restricted by the provisions of this
code.

4.

Writ!en notice by the president or his designee not to renew any coaching or
Athletic Director appointment shall be given no later than three months prior
to the expiration of the appointment.

Adjunct Appointments
A.

Academically qualified individuals who may be needed to assist with instructional,
clinical or research programs, sometimes with nominal or no stipend, may be appointed
by the Board of Trustees as adjunct faculty members with appropriate academic title
(lecturer,
professor,
etc.)
and
the
appropriate
parenthetic descriptions
(Instruction, Clinical, Research). Each appointment is subject to the recommendation
of a department or program, the appropriate dean, the vice president for academic
affairs, and the president. Each adjunct appointment shal I be for a specified period
of time and may be renewed. These appointments should be directly related to the
academic mission of the university and are not to be used as honorary titles nor to
accommodate the interests of professional persons from outside the university. Such
appointments are not intended to replace regular full-time or part-time faculty
members.
Adjuncts are not eligible for rank, tenure, or faculty privileges, except
as given in Section 2.17 c.

·B.

Adjuncts may be appointed to serve in the following ways:
1.

Adjunct (Instruction) may be appointed to provide field supervision and
consultation, and/or instruct classes where no regular instructional employee
is available or possesses the necessary expertise or as emergency situations
require.
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c.

2.18

2.

Adjunct (Research) may be appointed to direct or engage in research under a
grant from an outside agency and may receive a stipend from the university
under the conditions of the grant.

3.

Adjunct (Clinical) mey be appointed, if properly certified and in active
clinical practice in the medical, dental or veterinary fields, in various
academic programs where such expertise Is needed.

While appointments covered in this section (2.17) may carry no salary stipend and
service does not apply toward tenure or promotion, the appointments do carry the
following prlvi leges:
1.

Use of aval lable university facilities, including library, as required tor
adjunct's assignment.

2.

Faculty rates at athletic and other events.

3.

Emp Ioyee benet Its if and as st I pu Iated In the Ind Iv id ua'l adjunct's
agreement with the university.

the

contractua I

Senior Instructors
A.

2.19

Page 15

Senior instructors may be appointed by the Board of Trustees upon recommendation of
an academic department, the appropriate academic administrators and the president
when in the judgment of the department such appointments are desir.able to help the
department meet lower division teaching loads.
1.

Respuns iui l i t ies .
Effective teaching Is the primary
responsibi llty
of
Individuals
holding
the
rank of senior instructor, and this primary
responsibility shall be weighted accordingly in performance evaluations.
Senior instructors shall have teaching responsibilities specified by department
chairmen and the school dean.

2.

Qualifications. In addition to the minimum qualifications tor instructors,
senior instructors must present evidence of outstanding teaching ability.

3.

Additional Provisions.

a.

The rank of senior instructor shall be a terminal rank (no limitation on the
number of reappointments;
does not lead to tenure or to promotion to the
professorial ranks>.
Prospective appointees to this rank must be tully
informed of its terminal nature.

b.

The salary of a senior instructor wi II be
instructor.

comparable

to

that

ot

a

regular

Part-Time Appointments
A.

A part-time appointment is one which clearly I imits the contract duties of the
Individual with the university to less than a normal full-time assignment tor the
contract period.· Part-time appointments are not in any way applicable to the
computation of time ot employment tor tenure purposes.

B.

Part-time appintments are tor specific assignments with payment set accordingly.
Payment is for the classes taught or for the specific assignment according to Section
3.33. Part-time faculty who teach are not expected to assume the 20 percent
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non-teaching responsibility or be paid tor it.
2.20 Graduat e Degree Work
A.

2.21

&

Facu Ity Members

No member of the faculty as defined in Section 1.01 of this code with the rank of
assistant professor or above will be admitted to candidacy for the Master's degree
except AFROTC military faculty officially assigned to Central and faculty of the
I ibrary pursuing a second Master's degree. Exceptions to this policy may be made by
the vice president for academic affairs, if they are endorsed by the Faculty Senate
Executive Committee, the appropriate deans and department chairmen, and the
president.

Transcripts
/
A.
Faculty members must have official transcripts of all their graduate and
undergraduate academic work on file in the office of the vice president for academic
affairs.
B.

Candidates and appointees wil I be responsible for having official transcripts of all
their undergraduate and graduate credits sent from the accredited institution(s) at
which the work was taken.

c.

If a question arises concerning the transcript, prior academic work or accreditation
of an Institution, the burden of proof Is the responslbi lity of the faculty member.
Verification of the accuracy of the transcript entries Is the responsibility of the
faculty member, not the institution. Such records may not later be released to the
individual or to other institutions. <See Section 2.22.)

2.22

Reports of Service and Permanent Records

A.

Each faculty member should file a yearly record of his service to the
professional activities with the appropriate chairman and dean as
record. These files are examined carefully when promotions and
considered, and are useful when candidates for special academic
sought.

B.

As of September 1, 1975, the contents of each faculty member's file wi I I be available for
his inspection <!It <!lny time, with the exception of his or,iglnal letters of recornnendatlon.
These letters are sent under the assumption that confidentiality wi II be observed.
The
university wi II not honor requests to send copies of personnel tile transcripts or
pI.a cement f I Ies to others, as this Is the function of the Inst Itut ion providing the
originals.

2.23

Base Salary
A.

2.24

institution and his
part of . his permanent
merit increases are
assignments are being

The base salary for original regular appointments shall be specifically agreed upon
with the candidate and stated in the letter of appointment. This figure wi II reflect
consideration
of
the
candidate's
qualifications,
experience
and
related
accomplishments.
Ordinarily the initial salary will be in the lower levels of the
salary range for the rank assigned. Every attempt will be made to maintain the
relative salary advantage of persons already serving the university given equivalent
quat iflce~tlons.

Contingency Contracts--Degrees, Certificates

SEPTEMBER 1, 1982

A.

2.25

Step Increase for
A.

2.27

Persons who expect to receive degrees or certificates of accomplishment prior to or
during the academic year of initial employment may be issued a contract carrying a
base salary appropriate without the certificate or degree, with the provision tor a
higher base salary rate reflecting the degree or certificate beginning at the first
of the month after the degree or certificate is awarded, as verified in writing by
the issuing Institution or agency~ Such contingency contracts will be within the
appropriate salary ranges.
Completion~

Terminal Degree

For those who are not on contingency contracts a one-step salary increase wi II be
awarded effective the first of the month following official notice of the completion
of the appropriate terminal degree, provided that the faculty member is currently
employed, and provided further that such step Increase is limited to the current
range for the faculty member's rank. Such increases may be made effective at the
beginning of the next period of employment if the faculty member is not currently
employed.

Promotions In Rank
A.

The university benefits when faculty members Individually and col lectlvely increase
in professional competence.
The university, by whatever means possible, should
encourage and assist each faculty member In his efforts to Improve professionally. A
promotion is one means of rewarding merit and encouraging professional improvement,
and of reflecting the increased value of the faculty member to the university.
The
following criteria indicate important qualities or areas In which professional
Improvement and competence are evaluated:
1.

Teaching effectiveness,

2.

Scholarllness and productivity,

3.

Special services to the university, or to students or to one's profession.

Substantiated evidence must be supplied for each of the above criteria.
B.

It is recognized that such evaluations, particularly of teaching effectiveness, are
difficult to make. Nevertheless, the president of the university, the vice president
for academic affairs, deans, department chairmen and promotion committees should
demand reasonable evidence of effective teaching performance. The faculty member's
performance should give evidence of the ability to lead students of varying
capacities into a growing understanding of the tools and materials of the faculty
member's profession.
The faculty member's instructional materials, methods of
presentation, and evaluation of students should reveal a continuing process of
self-criticism and experimentation.

c.

A commitment to students is vital. The potential influence of the faculty member as
a guide and counselor, as one who inspires students, extends beyond the classroom
into every phase of the student's life as a member of the university community.
The
faculty member should be able to show that his interest in student guidance prompts
him constantly to see ways to extend the range and depth of his contacts with his own
and other students.

D.

Years of service must be considered but are
grounds for promotion.

not

in

and

of

themselves

sufficient
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2.2~

Promotion Schedule
A.

2.30

1~

Recommendations on promotion should be completed and submitted to the vice president
for academic affairs prior to April 15 of each year. Final recommendations should be
made to the Board of Trustees at its regular May meeting. The effective date of such
promotions Is September 1 of the following academic year.
The president may
recommend to the Board of Trustees the promotion of any faculty member at any time;
however, such act Ion sha.ll be taken on Iy as the resu It of unusua I circumstances and
upon the recommendation of the department chairman, the appropriate school dean and
the vice president for academic affairs.

Procedure for Determining Promotions
A.

Promotions in academic rank shal I be determined annually according to
procedure:

the

tol lowing

1.

Promotion in rank will be made according to the criteria listed in this code.
Primary responsibility for recommendations for promotion rests with the schools
and units not attached to one of the schools such as the library.

2.

In January of each year the appropriate dean wi II prepare a list of all faculty
in his school or area who appear eligible tor promotion according to the
provisions of this code.

3.

It is the responsibility of faculty members to update each year their
professional service records <Section 2.22>. ·Each faculty member shall be
entitled to submit a recommendation to his dean or director concerning
candidates for promotion. Each faculty member who Is a candidate for promotion
may submit to the appropriate administrator information and materials in
support of his candidacy. The Personnel Committee of the department or unit or
the department or unit as a whole may prepare a
priority
I ist of
recommendations for promotion for the dean or director. The department or
section chairman shall submit an independent priority list of recommendations
for promotion to the dean or director. The department or program chairman wi I I
inform qualified faculty members of his priority ranking of them, and of the
priority ranking of the Personnel Committee whenever relevant, prior to the
transm iss i.on of the I I st ( s) to the approprIate administrator.

4.

The dean or unit director wi II receive the statements of the candidates, the
recommendations from individual faculty members, the Personnel Committee
recommendations, and the recommendations of the department or section chairman.
The dean or unit director wi II meet with each department or section chairman
and the Personnel Committee chairman <or other designated representative) to
review each candidate for promotion. Each school or unit may establish a
Personnel Committee to act in an advisory capacity to the school dean or unit
director.
The school dean or unit director wi II prepare priority lists, by rank, of
faculty members within the school or unit who are recommended tor promotion.
After the list has been prepared, the dean or director wi I I review the list
with each department or section chairman and the representative. The final
priority list prepared by the dean or director wil I show only one name for each
priority position.
The dean or d.irector wi II notify each eligible faculty
member in writing indicating what his priority ranking is and whether or not he
is being recommended for promotion.
This information shall remain in the
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personnel files only upon the written consent of the faculty member.

2 • .3.3

6.

The vice president for academic affairs will receive the recommendations of the
school deans and unit directors together with supporting meterials. He wi II
review the recommendetions and consult individually with the deans or directors
as necessery.
Upon completion of his review, the vice president for academic
affairs will submit a list, by rank, of his recomendetlons for promotions to
the president of the university along with a proposed new rank distribution and
a cost analysis. He will notify the faculty members who he Is including on his
list and those who are not being recommended. The president wi II review these
recommendetlons with the vice president for acedemic affairs and the individual
school deans and the unit directors, as necessary, and wi II submit final
recommendations for promotion to the Board of Trustees for their action.

vice
president for academic affairs In judging faculty members who have dual
assignments or assignments outside their respective departments or sections.
Each~~ committee will consist of five (5) members of the faculty appointed
by the vice president for academic affairs of whom two (2) shell be academic
depertment che i rmen.
The c011111l ttee shell rneke rec0111118ndet Ions regerd I ng
promotion (and tenure, retention and merit increases) for each assigned faculty
member exectly as though It were their department. The ordinary administrative
procedures regarding promotions shell be followed with respect to each ~ hoc
committee as though It were a department.

Academic departments may wish to use crlterle for promotion, tenure, salary and
reeppolntment considerations that vary slightly from the provisions of this code but
fit more exactly the needs of specific disciplines. Such criteria may be proposed by
departments for approval by the Faculty Senate, the appropriate dean, the vice
president for academic affairs, and the president. All such criteria must supplement
and support the provisions of this code. Upon approval the criteria wi II be observed
by those who recommend promotions.

Exp Ia nation
A.

2.36

M_ hoc personnel committees shell be eppointed as necessary to assist the

Departmental Crl-terle for Promoti ons, · Tenur e, Saler les and Reappointments
A.

2 •.35

5.

~

Non-PromotIon

A faculty member who has served eight (8) years In the same rank at Central
Washington University without receiving promotion may request and shall receive a
written statement from the vice president tor academic affairs giving the reesons why
he has not been promoted.

Merit
A.

Criteria tor Consideration tor Merit
Any faculty member who is to be considered for merit must first be known as an
effective teacher and must "perform adequately necessary and routine departmental,
school, and/or university chores;
e.g., advising, registretion duties, meeting
representation, committees as assigned." If a faculty member meets this test, then he
or she may be considered for merit.

B.

Procedures for Merit Recommendation
Each faculty member is responsible for prepering his or her own Professional Record
tor submission for consideration for a merit increase. Whi ie a faculty member is
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tree to submit such meterial in the Professional Record as he or she deems pertinent,
consideration tor merit should and wi II be focused on accomplishments achieved since
a faculty member's last promotion or merit award.
This Professional Record, along with such other documentation as is pertinent to the
case, is to be submitted to the appropriate Chairperson and/or Departmental Personnel
Committee by the established deadline date tor a given year. (See Academic Calendar
tor submission dates.) Should a department not have a Personnel Committee, the
chairperson may submit his or her Professional Record directly to the appropriate
Dean.
At each level--department, dean, vice president
tor
academic
affairs
and
president--all material submitted tor consideration shall be reviewed regardless of
whether the faculty member has been recommended or not.
After departmental review, the list of those recommended tor merit wi II be
transmitted to the dean.
The folders of those faculty members who are not being
recommended wi II be transmitted without comment.
The dean, after consultation with department chairpersons or program directors, shall
submit his or her recommendations in priority sequence by unit (col lege, school or
library> to the vice president tor academic affairs. The folders of those not being
recommended shall be submitted without comment.
The vice president tor academic affairs wi II prepare a final priority list tor the
university tor submission to the president after consulting with the appropriate
deans. The folders of those not being recommended shal I be transmitted without
col'l'lll8nt.
After appropriate consultation with the vice president tor academic affairs and the
deans, the president wi II present a final list of reco1'1'1118ndatlons tor merit to the
Board of Trustees with a brief statement of the reasons tor the recommendation.
All material submitted tor merit consideration shall be available to the Board of
Trustees tor their examination it they so wish, regardless of whether the faculty
member has been recommended or not.
The reasons tor granting merit wi I I be made public to exemplify what is valued by the
university.
Departments, deans and the vice president tor academic affairs shal I observe the
deadlines tor submission of merit recommendations posted in the Academic Calendar.
2.37

General Obligations of Teaching Faculty Members
A.

The university expects teaching faculty members at alI times to observe those
policies and practices which are not considered standard professional obligations.
These include, but are not confined to, meeting alI classes as scheduled;
assisting
at registration of students;
reporting final grades at the designated time;
advising students; attending Commencement exercises when required; and posting and
honoring of an adequate number of office hours, to be registered with the department
chairman. Cancellation of any "day of instruction" must be approved by department
chairmen.
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Faculty Load--I nstruct ional Faculty Members
A.

Central Washington University seeks to maintain teaching loads averaging twelve <12)
contact hours. This is to allow more time for faculty to produce research, or workS
of scholarship or artistic merit and to prepare for mora advanced classes. The load
assignment policies listed below are geared to this assumption and the understanding
that faculty members with primarily instructional responsibilities normally engage in
a variety of professional activities in connection with the pe~formance of their
duties at the university.

B.

In order to help reconcile the various demands on the faculty member's time--demands
such as writing or research or study, class preparation, grading, counseling and
advising, committee work, teaching and other professional activities--and in order to
facilitate the kind of professional achievement contemplated in this Faculty Code,
the foi lowing principles shell be observed in the assigned load portion of a faculty
member's responslbl lities:
1.

Teaching~

a.

(normally 80 percent of total load assigned)

Recognizing that the teaching load wil I vary among the faculty and among
different disciplines and subjects, exclusive of individual study, the
average teaching for the entire faculty for the academic year shai I be
twelve (12) contact hours per week, exclusive of continuing education, or
its equivalent as determined by the vice president for academic affairs,
according to this formula:
Contact-hour factors shall be used In
determining and describing faculty teaching loads.
The average yearly
load in departments should be 12 contact hours. The maximum load for any
faculTy member shall not exceed 18 contact hours In any one quarter.
Determination of contact-hour loads shall follow the guidelines:
i.

Lecture/demonstration classes (actual class hours--1 class hour=
contact hour)

iI•

Laboratories/activities classes <2 class
hours--1 class hour • 3/4 contact hour)

hours

=

1/2

contact

(e.g., 3 hr/week lab = 2 1/4 contact hours 2 hr/week lab =
contact hours 2 hr/week activity class = 1 1/2 contact hours)
Iii.

iv.

1/2

Student-teaching/field-experience supervision
<aa)

Part-time campus supervisor--a contact hour= 1 1/4 full-time
students

(bb)

Field supervisor--! contact hour = 1 1/4 tul 1-time students

Individual study supervision (all courses titled thesis
(or
equivalent), and individual study (296, 496, 596)) Undergraduate--S
student credit hours = 1 contact hour; 500 level--6 student credit
hours = I c~ntact hour; 600-700 level--3 student credit hours = 1
contact hour.

Other types of Instructional activities--contact hour equivalencies are
arranged by agreement between the chairman, dean, and academic vice
president.
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Non-instructional assignments--contact hour equivalencies are agreed upon
by chairman, dean and vice president for academic affairs.
b.

The maximum teaching load of eighteen contact hours per week includes
to additional
continuing
education
credits
which
are
subject
remuneration. This limit may be waived by academic deans for special
cases.

c.

The teaching load of any particular faculty member may vary from the
average teaching load from one quarter to another by being adjusted by
the department chairman and dean to permit Involvement in graduate thesis
supervision, research, other Instructional responsibl litles or in special
assignments;
such
load
variations
are
approved
only
on
a
quarter-to-quarter basis.

d.

The faculty member is expected to maintain office hours, pursue the
development of his profession, and accept a reasonable nonteaching load
(20 percent of total load assignment), such as student advisement and
university committee work.

e.

Faculty members who advise students and participate on committees far in
excess of reasonable levels may be granted load reductions on a
quarter-to-quarter basis.

f.

Faculty member should not be expected to have more students in any class
than reasonably expected under guidelines for class size published by the
vice president for academic affairs.

g.

If, under unusual scheduling conditions, a large class must be taught or
a department or faculty member seeks to teach a large class, appropriate
adjustments should be made to assist the instructor such as teaching
assistance, clerical help and supplies.

h.

With the exception of the president, the vice president for academic
affairs, and the academic deans, the faculty defined in Sections 1.01 A
(2) and 1.01 A (3) are ineligible for campus and off-campus teaching
except as approved by the vice president for academic affairs who shal I
consult with the appropriate department and administrators if the faculty
member does not report to him.

2.

Nonteaching load (normally 20 percent of total load assignment>

a.

Committee assignments shal I be made by the vice president for academic affairs
in consultation with the school deans and the Faculty Senate Executive
Committee with a view to providing even distribution of duties and fair
representation of faculty.
Normally faculty members shall not be asked to
serve on more than one university standing committee, or none when the faculty
member is a faculty senator, which is regarded as a major responsibility. This
limitation applies to administrative officers and department chairmen.

b.

Student advisement is considered an important part
nonteaching load.

c.

Special assignments, such as advisorships of student
organizations
or
publications, and other activities of a special nature demanding on a faculty
member's time shall be limited in terms of difficulty of assignment and

of

each

·faculty

member's
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distributed as evenly as possible among the faculty.

2.39

With the exception of faculty members whose specialized duties .conventionally
require assignments outside normal working hours, days and duty stations,
Saturday and evening assignments and off-campus assignments as part of the
regular teaching load are subject to mutual agreement by the department
chairman and the faculty member involved. If such agreement cannot be reached,
either party . may appea 1 to the dean of the approprIate schoo I or co I Iege for
decision.

4.

Any preferential assignment schedule arranged by a faculty member by or with
the consent of the department chairman and academic dean may be superseded by
bona fide needs of the university when space or time limitations necessitate a
change.

5.

Appointment to full- or part-time faculty positions presupposes that the
faculty member will fully meet the professional responsibilities of his
university assignment
and
that
work
essentially
related
to
those
responsibl llties wi II receive his primary attention and energies. Remunerative
employment not connected with the university must be in accordance with the
policies outl lned In this code (Section 2.40).

Other Faculty Loads
A.

2.40

3.

Faculty members as defined in Section 1.01, and especially those defined in Sections
1.01 A <2> and 1.01 A (3), whose responsibilities do not correspond with those
outlined In Section 2.38, shall have their load assignments determined on a
quarter-to-quarter or 12-month basis by the appropriate administrator or ~he vice
president for academic affairs, as along as such assignments are In keeping with the
provisions of this code.

Consulting~ Outside~

A.

Private professional consulting and outside work by members
professional staff Is encouraged for the following purposes:
professional

competence

of

of

the

faculty

faculty

1.

To maintain and develop the
professional practitioners.

members

2.

To make available to the state-at-large professional services which
university and its personnel are especially well qualified to perform.

and

as

the

B.

Consulting and other outside work of a professional nature, including teaching, not a
part of the official duties of members of the faculty at Central, shall require
approval in advance by the appropriate dean and the vice president for academic
affairs on recommendation of the appropriate department chairman, if such consulting
and outside work wi II interfere with the performance of the individual's assigned
duties (meeting classes as scheduled, etc.>.

c.

With approval of the outside work, faculty members may be absent from the campus tor
specified periods of time without reduction in salary tor the purpose of undertaking
such outside professional work, provided that other faculty members assume their
teaching loads without additional university compensation or other arrangements are
made and approved by the department chairman to assure that during such absences the
objectives of their c Iasses are beIng -achieved.
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D.

In considering private consulting activity faculty members shal I be concerned that
the activity be compatible with their professional capacity and accepted on the basis
of Its noninterference with their institutional responsibilities.
Faculty members
shall be guided by the following:
create a conflict of
responsibi litles at the

I•

No engagement shall be accepted which wil I knowingly
interest or be contrary to the faculty member's
university.

2.

Professional consulting services which are performed as a part of the faculty
or staff member's regularly assigned duties shall not be subject to special
consulting charges by the individual consultant.

3.

In a II private consu It i ng engagements the c I i ent sha II be informed that the
individual is acting as a private consultant, that the university is in no way
party to the contract, nor I iable, nor responsible for the performance thereof.

4.

Faculty shal I not use official university stationery, secretarial services,
equipment, materials and support faci litles Including mail and telephone, for
outside private work. However, a faculty member may use his own business
stationery or letTer head carrying his university title and he may use his
official title in correspondence and reports pertaining to outside work.
If
space, equipment, and other facilities of the university must be used in
consulting, they shall be subject to conditions of an agreement between the
consultant and the university with respect to direct costs incurred, liability
for personal injury, damages and/or repair to equipment;
however, it is
understood that regular departmental activities take precedence over such
consulting use.

2.43 Absence from Class or Campus

2.44

A.

All faculty absences on class days due toil lness or other reasons shall be reported
as soon as possible to the department chairman and arrangements shall be made for
classes to be met or for course objectives to be met In other ways.
Any serious
illness should be reported to the appropriate dean.

B.

When possible, faculty members shal I arrange, through their department chairman, tor
a qual itled substitute when they are absent from class. The faculty member shall
Inform the department office where he may be reached when he Is away from campus.

c.

A faculty member who must be absent tor personal or professional reasons for a period
of time involving work days shal I obtain approval of his school dean through his
department chairman. Leave arrangements may be made tor extended absences requiring
replacement during the time of absence.

Faculty Travel
A.

2.45

Faculty who plan to travel must submit a 11 request _for Approval of Travel and Report
of PI an ned Absence from Campus 11 signed by the department chairman or administrator
responsible tor the budget charged. This is to assure that funds are available tor
trave I, that instruction a I and/or other. ott i cia I res pons i b i I It Ias are being met, and
that travel on official business of the university is properly authorized.

Salary Requests
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A.

2.47

meet or surpass the average salaries of all Institutions in the state
by_ the State Legislature tor comparison purposes;

2.

increase average total salaries annually In en amount at least equal to
average increase provided In all Institutions in the comparable states;

3.

make

pr~tlons

approved

the

and merit awards and correct salary Inequities.

The salary of a faculty member may be changed as a result of any one or a combination
of tour (4) types of actions.
Subject to the availability ot funds during any
biennium and to the mandates of the State Legislature and/or the Governor, the
following descending order of priority tor the tour (4) types of actions shal I be
observed as yearly salary Increases are considered, provided that up to ten (10)
percent of all available funds may be designated by the Board of Trustees In any year
tor merit increases:
1.

Pr omotions in rank, provided that a faculty member promoted during any given
biennium shall receive ~t least the current minimum salary tor his new rank and
a salary Increase of one (I) step on the salary scale; provided further that
it the person's promotion comes at a time of a scale adjustment, he shall
benefit from the scale adjustment ; end provided further· that the faculty
member shall not be eligible tor both a promotion increase (one step) and a
regular step increase (one step>.

2.

~

3.

~step

4.

~

sea Ie adj ust~~~&nt, which tor the purposes of this section Is det Ined as a
specific sum or percentage which is added to the salary scale according to rank
needs. The Increases shall be awarded on September 1 of each year.

increase on the adjusted salary scale, amounting to at least three
percent tor each faculty member, provided that the faculty member is eligible
(is not currently at the top of his rank>.

increases may be given in any step amount to fllcu Ity members to reward
them tor outstanding service to the university. Such merit increases, which
are permanent, are separate from special salary awards or
adjustments
identified elsewhere in this code, such as in Sections 2.16 and 2.48.

Correcting Salary Inequities

A.

2.50

1.

Yearly Salary Adjustments
A.

2.48

In order to attract and retain competent, qualified professional personnel, each
biennium Central Washington University wi II request from the Governor and the State
Legislature sufficient funds to allow the university to:

lldjustment may be
ad_j ustments are permanent.

~salary

given

to

correct' .,

salary

inequity.

Such

salary

Salary Policies tor Mlscel lllneous Appointments
A.

Specific salary policies relating
appointments are as follows:
1.

to

a

variety

of

appointments

or

types

of

The salaries of principal administrative officers included in Section 1.01 ot
the Faculty Code shall be recommended to the Board of Trustees by the president
ot the university and shal I be estllblished in relationship to salaries in
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comparable states.

2.55

2.

Salaries of faculty members on the faculty salary scale who are not academic
department chairmen or classified as principal administrators and who are on
twelve <12) month appointments and entitled to twenty-two <22> working days
vacation (Section 2.125) shall have 2/9ths of the academic year salary added as
their twelve (12) month salaries are computed, provided that up to 3/9ths of
the academic year's salary may be added if surveys of similar positions in
higher education of comparable states justify higher salaries.

3.

The. salary .of a department chairman shall correspond with his academic rank,
provided that in consideration of his duties as a chairman, he shall be given a
reduced teaching load and may receive a higher salary while he serves as
department chairman.
Should he receive a higher salary as chairman, when he
returns to regular teaching his salary shal I be adjusted downward accordingly.

4.

If a faculty member has taught the preceding academic year, his salary for a
full-time summer session appointment shal I be 2/9ths of his salary for the
Immediately preceding academic year and shall be prorated for a summer session
appointment with less than full-time responsibilities, providing that the same
concepts shall apply tor computing salaries tor appointments of department
chairmen to 12-month appointments.

5.

The salary tor an appointment for the interim period between the end of the
full summer session and the beginning of the new academic year shall be not
more .than 1/9th of the salary for such faculty member for the immediately
preceding academic year, provided that such interim appointments shall be made
in lieu of an appointment for one (1) term or one-half (1/2) of the summer
session.

6.

The salary of a new faculty Member with an original appointment with academic
rank may be set at any point on the salary scale for the rank to which he is
appointed, but those who recommend such salaries shall consider Section 2.23 of
this code.

7.

The salary of a teaching associate In the Washington Center for Early Childhood
Education may be set according to comparable salaries in the local public
schools (see Section 2.14>.

s.

Salaries tor faculty members with special appointments clearly and specifically
limited to a brief association with the university may be established at any
appropriate level on the salary scale.

9.

In cases of separation from the university payroll before the completion of any
contract period, or for personal leaves, the state pol icy of prorating earned
income on a daily basis wi II be followed. Working days are considered to be
the total of all instructional, registration and final examination days, for
teaching faculty and department chairmen (Section 1.04).

Date~

A.

Salary Payments

Salaries for the academic year are paid in ten (10) installments on the last working
oay of the month beginning in September. Summer session salaries are paid on the
last working day of July and August. Other arrangements may be made in special
situations tor summer session faculty, for persons terminating their appointments
with the university and tor faculty who are on special appointments.
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2.60

~Salary

A.

Pol Icy

'For the purpose of rna I nta In Ing an equitable be Iance in salaries assigned to the
various academic ranks and to establish the salary scale for each biennium, the
following steps shall be taken at the beginning of each biennial period:
1.

The Faculty Senate shall submit to the president of the university and the
Board of Trustees its recommendations regarding salaries for the various
academic ranks tor the ensuing year beginning September 1.

2.

Such submission should be before February 1 of each year.

3.

The Board of Trustees shall take Into consideration the budgetary limitations
imposed upon the institution by the State Legislature tor salary expenditures.

4.

The Board of Trustees of the university shall adopt a basic salary policy and
make it known at a meeting of the board at the earliest possible time prior to
June 1, ·provIded that a contIngency poI icy may be approved if the State
Legislature remains In session during this period.

I

2.65

Professional Leave--Purposes
A.

2.70

1.

study, research and/or creative

2.

travel with a definite academic or cultural purpose of value to the university;

3.

advanced academic studies.

wor~;

Professional Leave--Eligibility
A.

2.75

Professional leave Is intended to provide tor the Intellectual and physical renewal
of faculty members and to stimulate Improvement in professional and general
competence, in order that they may better serve the university.
Professional leave
may be granted for any of the to I lowing purposes:

Faculty members as defined In Section 1.01 who have been employed by the university
for six (6) calendar years and have served eighteen (18) full-time quarters during
that time and faculty members who have been employed by the universiTy tor six (6)
calendar years and served eighteen (18) full-time quarters since their last
professional leave and who expect to serve at least three (3) additional academic
years at the university before retirement shall be eligible for professional leave.
For these purposes, any full quarter may be counted as wei I as a full summer session,
and a full summer session may be defined as one (1) term In summer and the Interim
period prior to tall quarter (Section 2.50 A.5>. One <1> term of summer session
shall be counted as one-half (1/2) of a full quarter.

Professional Leave--Special Conditions
A.

The following special conditions or provisions shal I relate to professional leaves:
1.

The awarding of professional leaves is dependent
decisions involving class scheduling, replacement
constraints.

upon internal academic
personnel and budgetary
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2.

Replacements for persons on professional leave
within existing faculty.

should

ordinarily

take

place

3.

A range of 1.0 to 3.5 percent of the budgeted full-time equivalent faculty
members as defined in Section 1.01, shall be observed in awarding professional
leave.

4.

Professional leaves shal I not be given automatically.

5.

While a professional leave may be granted for one (J), two (2) or three (3)
quarters, the leave must normally be taken in consecutive quarters of the same
academic year.

6.

Applicants for professional leave are encouraged to apply for outside funds;
however, the acceptance of a supplemental grant, fellowship or employment
should not carry with it duties or obligations which hinder the pursuit of the
purposes for which the professional leave was granted.
The decision as to the acceptability of a particular proposal wi II not be based
on whether additional remuneration may be received, but rather on the ability
of the faculty member to enhance his value to the university.
Teaching
part-time elsewhere, as well as working in research laboratories of industry or
government, may be appropriate if such activities can be expected to contribute
significantly to the acquisition of useful Ideas and practices. In no case
should leave be approved primarily for the purpose of augmenting
the
Individual's income.
The benefit to the university must be foremost In the
consideration !eading to the approval of the application.

1.

The sum of the salary during the professional leave, together with remuneration
for any other services, grants, scholarships, etc., received during the
professional leave, shall not exceed 135 percent of the salary the faculty
member on leave could have expected to receive had he not taken professional
leave; unless approved by the Board of Trustees. This is to help insure that
the intent of the professional leave is honored.

a.

Upon a faculty member's return from professional leave, the university shall
provide an appointment in the same department as that with which the faculty
member was associated prior to going on professional leave, unless the faculty
member and the university agree to a change in assignment.

9.

The grant of any professional leave shall be contingent upon a signed
contractual agreement between the university and the faculty member providing
that the faculty member shall return to the university following his completion
of such leave and shall serve in a professional status for a period equal to
the amount of leave so granted. Failure to comply with the provisions of such
signed agreement shall constitute an obligation of the faculty member to repay
the university any remuneration received from the university during the leave.

10.

Ali scale adjustments to salaries granted during the period the faculty member
is on professional leave shall be applied to his salary upon his return, and if
eligible, he shal I benefit from step increases in salary.

11.

The year on professional leave shall be counted as a year of service to the
university, with seniority and retirement rights retained and insurance and
other similar benefits continued.
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12.

2.80

Professional Leave Committee--Powers and Duties
A.

2.85

Professional leave, when once granted by the university, Is for a specific
purpose, and any changes in plans must be re-evaluated by those who approve the
leave.

The Professional Leave Committee, constituted of tenured, full-time faculty members,
is selected by the vice president tor academic affairs In consultation with the
academic deans and the Faculty Senate Executive Committee.
The Professional Leave
Committee shall have the following duties:
1.

select its own chairman;

2.

invite applications for professional leaves, securing the information required
from applicants and departments to meet the special conditions outlined in this
code;

3.

to evaluate applications and decide upon the eligibility of candidates;
evaluating plans according to their value to the Inst Itut Ion based on the
following and other criteria outlined in this code:
a.

Value of project or plan in relationship to the applicant's
responsibilities at the university;

professional

b.

Ability of applicant to achieve goals of his project or plan as based
past experience and academic background;

c.

Need tor new or add it jon a 1. know Iedge In subject fIeld to be studIed;

d.

Quality of replacement personnel designated to take the
of the applicant;

e.

Evidence of support (In the form of recommendations
from other institutions, foundations, or persons
proposed plan or project.

on

responsibi llties

and/or financial)
concerned with the

4.

to place acceptable applications from eligible candidates In a priority
with consideration being given to the funds available;

order,

5.

to report and recommend action to the vice president tor academic affairs;

6.

to consider changes in plans of successful applicants.

Application tor Professional Leave
A.

A formal letter ot application from a candidate for professional leave shal 1 be tiled
with the department chairman, or principal administrator for those not assigned in a
department, the vice president tor academic affairs and the appropriate dean on or
before November 1 ot the tall quarter preceding the academic year in which the
candidate desires such leave. Besides providing assurance of compliance to the
special
conditions
outlined in this code regarding professional leave, the
application letter shal I include the tol lowing:
1.

General information including name, department, rank, date ot initial service
with the university, terms of leave desired, dates of previous professional
leaves, and percent of salary to be awarded.
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2.

A detailed statement of the applicant's plans tor utilizing the time requested.
This statement should include such information as the time sequence for
completion of any project or plan and why the applicant feels his plan would
enhance the value of his service to the university.

3.

A list of foundations, institutions, or other organizations
applicant wi II be affiliated during the professional leave.
A complete listing of grants and stipends other
institution which will be available to the
professional leave.

B.

with

which

the

than those granted by the
applicant during the time of

5.

If travel is included in the professional leave, the need must be justified
terms of the proposed project or plan tor study.

in

6.

Background information concerning the applicant's previous
scholarly work, especially in the area of the proposed plan.

or

7.

A copy of the applicant's bibliography of publications or other exhibits should
be attached to the application when appropriate.

a.

Supporting letters from faculty members or other appropriate individuals not
necessarily associated with the institution may also be submitted if the
applicant so desires.

9.

A statement regarding the value of the applicant's project in terms of
to the Institution upon return from professional leave.

professional

benefit

If the department chairman or principal administrator can verity that the faculty
member can be released and that the granting of leave can be substantially
accommodated within existing staff, he shall do so In writing to the Professional
Leave Committee as he transfers the faculty member's request to the committee.
Individual faculty members in the department may agree to overloads, however, to make
the leave possible. No application shall be considered by the committee that is not
first endorsed by the department chairman, principal administrator and dean.

2.90

Professional Leave--Reports

A.

A written summary report of the use of the professional leave shal I be submitted by the
faculty member, in duplicate, to the Professional Leave Committee within two months after
the faculty member's return to the university. One of the copies shall be forwarded by the
committee to the vice president tor academic affairs. The report must summarize the work
completed and how the experience and the new knowledge wi II be utilized by the person in
~is assignment at Central.

2.95

Professional Leave--Salary and Administration
A.

Final recommendations regarding candidates tor professional leave made by the
Professional Leave Committee to the vice president tor academic affairs shall be
presented to the president of the university and the Board of Trustees tor final
approval.
Faculty members given professional leave shall receive 75% of the regular
salary they would receive it they remained engaged in their usua·r duties.

B.

Salaries of faculty members on professional leave wi II be adjusted according to when
step and/or scale adjustments are made in the salary schedule during their absence.
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2.97

Retraining Leave
A.

Retraining leave provides assistance to those faculty desiring to retrain to benefit
the university.
The university expects the faculty member to request retraining
leave tor the specific purpose of improving his service to Central Washington
University by beginning or continuing a program of retraining In an academic area
differing from his specialty at the university where the need for additional
personnel is clearly demonstrated.

B.

The Board of Trustees may award a retraining leave to any faculty member
Section 2.05 A of this code.

c.

The retraining leave program wil I not limit the eliglbll ity of the faculty member tor
professional leave as outlined In this code except that retraining leave will not
count as part of the eighteen (18) full-time quarters required before professional
leave is granted.

D.

Only faculty Members who expect to serve the university for at least five
before retirement shall be eligible for retraining leave.

E.

Other conditions relating to retraining leave are as tol lows:

F.

defined

(5)

in

years

1.

Leave may be authorized tor up to three (3) academic quarters providing
and benefits as determined · by the Board of Trustees.

salary

2.

Procedures for applying fer such retraining leave during each biennium will be
developed and made available to the faculty by the vice president tor academic
atfa irs·.
a.

The vice president tor academic affairs shall determine the
way
applications are evaluated, provided the applications shall be approved
by the appropriate department chairmen and deans and Faculty Senate
committee.

b.

Recommendations tor the award of retraining leaves shal I be made to the
president and the Board of Trustees by the vice president for academic
affairs.

c.

Retraining leave shall be authorized by the Board
accordance with the provisions of ROW 288.10.650.

of

Trustees

in

The grant of any such retraining leave shal I be contingent upon a signed contractual
agreement between the university and the faculty member providing that the faculty
member shal I return to the university following his completion of such leave and
serve in a professional status for a period equal to the amount of leave so granted.
Failure to comply with the provisions of such signed agreement shal I constitute an
obI i gat ion of the f acu Ity member to repay to the un i vers i ty any remuneration rece i ved
from the university during the leave.

2.100 Disability Leave--Definition
A.

Dlsabi I ity leave as provided in this code Is leave which entitles eligible faculty
members to the benefits of salary, according to a prescribed schedule, and to
retention of status as faculty members, for prescribed lengths of time, tor both
short-term and long-term disabilities.
For these purposes, a dlsabl lity shall be
defined to include any temporary incapacity to perform regular duties as a result of
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an accident, physical or mental illness or pregnancy.
2.105 Disabi I ity Le!!!ve-EIIgibi I ity
A.

All faculty members as defined In Section 1.01 of the Faculty Code sh!!!ll be eligible
to receive disability leave, subject to the following limitations and exceptions:
1.

For the first year of employment disability of an employee caused by a
diagnosed physical condition existing prior to employment may at the discretion
of the university Board of Trustees, cancel entitlement to benefits as provided
herein and subject the employee to repayment of any benefits paid.

2.

Facu Ity members with appointments for one ( 1) academic year or Iass <e.g.,
vIsItIng facu Ity members or "term appo i ntments 11 ) and facu Ity members with Iess
than full-time appointments (e.g., half-time) are not eligible to receive
disability leave benefits.

3.

Faculty members generally shall be eligible for disability leave only when they
are on the payroll or would have been on the payroll but for the disability,
and faculty members who incur a disability during a time when they are
temporarily off the payroll shall begin to receive benefits from the time when
they would have been placed again on the payrol I.

4.

Disabi I ity leave shall be given for each separate case of disability as
required for recovery to resume normal duties up to the maximum amounts
available, provided that.dlsabillty leave benefits as Indicated in this Faculty
Code shall be guaranteed as a minimum for each separate case of dlsabi lity.

5.

The university shall . have the prerogative, at its expense, of requiring
verification of disability by one or more licensed physicians it chooses at any
tllll8. Failure to submit to an examination or examinations shall result in the
cessation of disability benefits within fifteen (15) days of the issuance of
the Institution's request for verification.

6.

The faculty member Is required to provide verification at his expense, by one
or more licensed physicians for all dlsabi lity leaves extending beyond one (1)
calendar month.
Failure to provide such verification shall result In the immediate cessation of
disability leave after the first thirty (30) days of dlsabi lity leave.

2.110 Short-Term Dlsabl I lty Leave--Benefits
A.

Short-term disability leave benefits shall be as follows:
1.

For faculty members with tenure and
teaching
associates
and
ranked
administrators who have completed four years (48 months) of service at Central:
a.

first four (4) calendar months with retention of fu.ll
and with full regular monthly salary payments;

employment

status

b.

the next six (6) calendar months with retention of full employment status
and with one-half (1/2) of the ful I regular monthly salary payments;
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c.

2.

the next nine (9) calendar
status and no salary.

months

with

retention

of

full

employment

For faculty members on probationary appointments, teaching associates and
ranked administrators who have completed less than four years (48) months of
service at Central, the retention of full employment status extends only to the
expiration of the term of appointment unless extended by the Board of Trustees.
Benefits do not extend to faculty members defined in Section 2.105 A (2).
The
salary benefits:
a.

first tour (4) calendar months with full regular monthly salary payments;

b.

the next six (6) calendar
monthly salary payments.

months

with

one-half

of

the

full

regular

2.115 Long-Term Disability Leave--Benefits
A.

Long-term disability leave with salary and/or retention of status beyond the periods
prescribed for short-term disability leave in Section 2.110 of the Faculty Code may
be granted at the discretion of the Board of Trustees, subject to such conditions as
the Board may determine.

2.120 Disability Leave--Special Conditions
A.

The following special conditions shall relate to dlsabi lity leave:
1.

Disability leave benefits shall begin effective the date
individual was disabled, it the Individual was on the payrol I;

2.

The faculty ~ber on disability leave shall
required for recovery;

3.

The university has the option to cancel the disabled faculty member's courses;

4.

The university may provide for adequate and properly compensated substitutes
from outside the university or the department to take the place of the disabled
faculty member during his leave. When the providing of a substitute from
outside the university or the department Is not possible, col leagues may assume
the work load gratis up to a period of ten (10) working days. After this, the
university shal I, when funds permit, compensate col leagues who agree to carry
the load.

take

the

full

on

time

which

the

reasonably

2.122 Funeral Leave
A.

Faculty members who are on leave for funerals should be assisted by the department
chairman or immediate supervisor. The department chairman wi II attempt to arrange
coverage of the faculty member's assignments. Faculty members may take at least ten
(10) working days off with pay for funerals in their immediate families (husband,
wI fe, chi Idren, mother, father, mother- In-1 aw, father- i n-1 aw, sIster or brother) •
With the approval of the department chairman, an employee may take off the required
tIme wIth pay to attend other tunera Is_.

2.123 Leaves of Absence Without Pay
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A.

Leaves of absence without pay may be granted by the Board of Trustees.
Such leaves
shall not generally be granted to faculty members unless they have been on active,
full-time service with the university tor at least three (3) academic years.

B.

An individual desiring leave without pay shall submit a request in writing to his
department chairman, specifying the purpose and location of the leave and the
proposed dates of absence. Faculty members are encouraged to make such requests at
least six (6) months before the start of the proposed absence to allow the university
time to adjust schedules and/or hire a replacement. The chairman may forward the
request with his own recommendation to the vice president tor academic affairs who
may recommend it to the president of the university and the Board of Trustees.
A
primary concern tor the instructional program will govern decisions concerning such
requests.

c.

Staff benet its
The terms of the leave of absence shat I be set forth In writing.
(medical and lite insurance, etc.), it continued during the leave of absence, wi II be
paid by the individual faculty member. The leave wll I not affect unfavorably the
tenure of a faculty member, except that the time spent on such leave will not count
as probationary service unless otherwise agreed to in writing.

D.

Providing employment has not been terminated during the period of leave, according to
the provisions of this code, an individual completing such leave shal I return to the
same employment status that he occupied at the commencement of his leave, unless he
agrees to another assignment.

E.

A request tor renewal of a leave of absence may be granted by the Board of Trustees
it it is approved bY, the vice president tor academic affairs and the president after
review and approva I by the department cha i rman and the· dean ~ I t. poss I b Ie, a request
tor a renewal of leave· should be.made at least six (6) months in advance of the
proposed absence.

F.

Granting of a leave of absence to an employee tor any purpose does not constitute or
imply, on the part of the university, any greater obligation to resume or continue
his employment than had the employee not been granted leave.

G.

Leaves of absence without pay may be granted at the faculty member's request it the
faculty member is nominated tor a state or national office, or it he is elected to
same.

2.125 Annual Leave--Twelve-Month Appointments
A.

Faculty on twelve (12) month appointments, unless contracted otherwise, earn annual
leave at the rate of twenty-two (22) working days per year. The leave is computed on
the year beginning September 1 and ending August 31. The leave may be taken at any
time up to the tot lowing December 31 when all leave from the previous year normally
expires.

B.

The annual leave policy for administrators and personnel on twelve (12) month
appointments, printed in the Central Washington University Policies and Procedures
Manual, normally applies in these cases.

c.

A faculty member on a twelve (12) month appointment may request that vacation time
not to exceed twenty-two (22) working days be deterred for one (1) year. The
objective must be leave that is of substantial advantage to the university.
Satisfactory arrangements must be made to handle the duties of the faculty member in
his absence without great additional expense to the university. Application must be

P~ge
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made before October I following the period of time In which the leave was earned.
2.127 Retirement
A.

Faculty members shall be automatlc~lly retired from permanent full-time university
employment as of August 31 following the birthday on which the age of seventy (70) is
reached.

B.

The president and Board of Trustees of the university may Invite any faculty member
to continue service with the university after their retirement on a year-to-year
besis upon recommendation of the department or program members and the appropriate
university administrators.

c.

Retirement Is governed by the "Central Washington University Faculty and Civil
Service-Exempt Retirement Rules and Regulations" published in the Central Washington
University Policies and Procedures Manual. Early retirement is possible under the
provisions of these rules and regulations.

2.130 Professor Emeritus Appointments
A.

Faculty members who are retiring from the university may be retired with the emeritus
rank of Professor.
The emeritus title Is recommended by departmental action for a
faculty member whose teaching, scholarly and service record is meritorious.
The
normal criteria tor appointment to the emeritus faculty are ten (10) years of
full-time service as a member of the teaching faculty and retirement from one of the
four (4) ranks listed In Section 2.05. However, the Board of Trustees may grant
emeritus status to any faculty member as defined in Section 1.01.
The eligibility tor emeritus appointments Includes these provisions:

B.

I•

The ten (10) year service requirement may be fulfil led by noncontiguous periods
of employment.

2.

Faculty members accrue service credit during professional leaves but not during
leaves of absence without pay.

The emeritus rank provides listing of names of members in the university catalog, use
of the library and other university facilities and participation In academic, social
and other faculty and university functions. In addition, emeritus faculty:
I•

shall be Issued staff cards and parking permits each year without charge;

2.

shall have ful I library privileges without charge;

3.

shall receive university publications without charge;

4.

shal I be el lgible to teach part-time (by academic year or by quarter) In the
regular
university academic program, or accept part-time administrative
appointments, by year or by academic quarter;

5.

shall be eligible to teach continuing education classes;

6.

may use university vehicles tor approved travel, it they are employed part-time
by the university;
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7.

shall qualify for faculty rates at athletic and other events;

a.

may

9.

may have clerical support, If budget permits;

10.

may serve on any comMittees dealing substantially with
faculty.

be

assigned an office, If space permits;

retirement

of

emeriti
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S E C T I 0 N

CONDITIONS

3.00

300-399

OF APPOINTMENTS; TENURE; DISMISSAL;
GRIEVANCES; ACADEMIC FREEDOM

AND~

Appointment of Faculty Members

3.03

A.

All appointments shall observe the university's Affirmative Action Polley, be
governed by professional considerations, and be based on merit, not political or
other nonprofessional considerations.
Unless otherwise specified, all faculty
appointments are for the academic year as defined In Section 1.03.

B.

Although shared at certain stages with faculty, the ultimate responsibility tor
making recommendations to the Board of Trustees tor the employment of faculty members
rests with the vice president tor academic affairs and the president of the
university. They shall work closely with academic administrators and faculty members
concerned in determining desirable qualities which should be possessed by new
appointees.
The scholastic record and/or other qualifications of the prospective
appointee to the faculty shall be judged primarily In the light of the work he will
do at this university.

c.

It is the responslbl lity of the prospective faculty member to furnish the vice
president for academic affairs with transcripts, credentials, and proof of experience
as requested. In case of question, the burden of proof satisfactory to the academic
v ice pres Ident concern I ng the va I Id I ty of such documents I Ies with the prospective
faculty member, not the university.

Selection of Department Chairmen
A.

Each department holds an election to select Its chairman at a meeting presided over
by the appropriate dean.
All department ~bars shall be given appropriate and
reasonable notice of the meeting date. Every reasonable effort should be made to
Include by proxy vote or absentee ballot department members who are In off-campus
positions or on leave. The election is by a majority vote of those faculty voting at
such a meeting along with a tabulation of proxy and absentee ballots, If any exist
(see Section 1.05; eligibility to vote). The election of a chairman Is subject to
the approval of the dean, the vice president tor academic affairs, the president and
ultimately the Board of Trustees. Service Is tor four (4) years.
Chairmen may be
re-elected.
If a new chairman is to be elected, candidates may be solicited both
from within and without the university. The administration may remove a chairman at
any time following consultation with the chairman and the department. Such dismissal
may be for disability, incompetence, negligence, or equivalent causes, it in the
judgment of the administration the best Interest of the department or the university
requires such a change. A simple majority of the faculty within a department may
petition in writing to the appropriate dean tor a review of the cnairman 1 s
effectiveness at any time. When a chairman is to be absent from the campus tor an
academic quarter or more, the department shall elect an acting chairman within its
ranks. An acting chairman may serve for a period of up to two (2) years.
When the
chairman Is to be on leave tor more than two academic years, the chairman must resign
and a new chairman be elected.

B.

In critical cases where the department is even I y sp I It in its vote to where the
department forma II y decides that it cannot reach consensus on a candidate, the dean
may appoint an acting chairman or a chairman for a period not to exceed two (2)
years, subject to the approval of the vice president tor academic affairs, the
president and the Board of Trustees.
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A.

3.09

With the exception ot special appointments clearly and specifically limited to a
brief association ot one (1) year or less with the university <e.g., visiting
faculty, part-time faculty, acting appointments, emergency appointments, lecturers,
senior instructors, consultants>, and appointments or reappointments of retired
faculty members on special conditions, all full-time appointments to the rank ot
instructor or higher shall be ot tour kinds:
1.

probationary appointments;

2.

appointments with tenure;

3.

administrative appointments;

4.

continuing appointments without tenure (teaching associates, lecturers, etc.).

B.

Special appointments ( 11 tenn contracts"> do not carry the right ot renewal. Each such
appointment contract shall specify a starting date and an expiration date. Such
contracts do not carry Implied or contractual understandings
which
provide
entitlement to further employment.
The university Is not required to provide a
statement ot reasons when It decides not to renew the contract ot a "term" faculty
member.

c.

Those who hold probationary appointments and continuing appoint~nts without tenure
are automatically entitled to a new contract It they are not notified ot non-renewal
according to the notice requirements ot this code.
It they are notified ot
non-renewal, they do not have "property rights" of renewal a11d are not entitled to a
statement ot reasons.

Types~

A.

Appointments

Appointments are planned to meet the needs ot the university from September ot one
(1) year to the September ot the following year. The tour intervening quarters may
be utilized in faculty appointments unless as provided otherwise in sections ot this
code.
1.

Administrative faculty, teaching associates, professional librarians
and
professional media specialists have faculty status but their appointments may
differ from those ot other university faculty, including academic department
chairmen, in length, salary and vacation policies in accordance with the needs
ot the university and the normal practices ot the respective professions.

2.

A regular appointment tor the teaching faculty and department chairmen
the academic year as defined in Section 1.03.

3.

A special appointment consisting ot two (2) academic year quarters and a summer
assignment at the regular summer salary rate (2/9) may be negotiated by a
faculty member and the university.

4.

A regular full-time contract year appointment may be tor any three (3) terms
from among the tall, winter and spring quarters and a contiguous summer session
it the summer session salary is augmented to a full quarter's compensation and
the work assignment adjusted accordingly.
Such contract year appointments
shal I be made only with the concurrence ot the appointee.

is

tor
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5.

3.12

3.21

Except as otherwise provided In this code, non-tenured appointments shall be made tor
no more than one <ll academic year at a time.

New faculty members who teach or supervise subjects or activities In which students
receive credit shall hold et least the master's degree or equivalent as approved by
United States accrediting agencies. Only In exceptional cases may this rule be
waived (Sections 2.10 and 2.12l.

Appointment--Written Statement--Time
A.

All appointments and contract arrangements
president and the Board of Trustees.

B.

The terms and conditions of every appointment or reappointment to the faculty will be
confirmed In writing.
Any other subsequent extensions or modifications of an
appointment, and any special understandings, or any notices Incumbent upon either
party to provide, will be confirmed In writing and approved by the president and the
Board of Trustees. The university will normally notify the. faculty member of the
terms and conditions of his reappoln~nt, to be effective September 1, by March 1.
It Is recognized that action of the State Legislature concernlng ·the following year's
budgets often takes place after March 1, making It Impossible tor the university to
make early commitments.

or

changes

must

be

confirmed

by

the

Summer Session
A.

3.24

from offering
would not have
tor pert-time
year.

Appointments--Teaching Faculty--Minimum Qualifications

A.

3.18

Nothing In this Section <3.09) shall preclude the university
employment to a faculty member during a period when he normally
been under contract, nor of contracting with the teculty member
service or service of less than three (3) quarters each academic

Non-Tenured Appointments--Length of Term

A.
3.15

Pege 39

The deans shall recommend the appointment and the salaries of the faculty members who
teach during the summer session. Appointments shall be subject to approval of the
vice president for academic effairs, the president and Board of Trustees, within the
budgetary I ImItet Ions a I Iowed.

Summer School Appointment
A.

Except as provided in Section 3.09 A (3), appointment to teach in summer school shall
be decided on the basis of the program requ I remen·t s of the unIversity. Whenever any
department has more regular faculty members wishing to teach for the summer than
there are positions to be filled by members of that department, recommendations tor
appointment by the department chairman and the deans to the assistent vice president
tor off-campus programs and the vice president tor academic affairs shall be made
according to the following provisions and restrictions:
1.

Available funds.

2.

Program requirements. No faculty member ha5 the right to demand a teaching
assignment in the summer nor does the university have the right to demand the
services of any faculty member, except those on twelve (12) month or special
contracts.
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3.28

3.

As long as basic program requirements of the university are met, a plan· for
rotation of summer school appointments within a department may be recommended
by the department. The plan shall be completed far enough In advance to allow
for review and program development. One copy of the department minutes of each
department meeting establishing such recommended policies shall be filed with
the assistant vice president for off-campus programs, the appropriate dean and
the vice president for academic affairs. Such rotation plans are subject to
the approval of the appropriate dean and vice president for academic affairs.

4.

SumMer appointments are prorated according to load and/or salary.

5.

In the selection of summer school faculty, preference shall be given to Central
Washington University faculty who apply over outside personnel of similar
training and experience.

6.

Any faculty member who believes either that he has been discriminated against
In the matter of summer school appointment, or that his department's rotation
system has not been used equitably, may use the grievance procedures contained
In this code.

Summer Salaries
A.

Unless otherwise provided in this code, the salaries tor regular university faculty
teaching full time in the summer session in addition to their regular academic
contract year shall be 2/9ths of the salary for the previous academic contract year.
A prorated amount shall be paid for teaching a partial load full session or a full
load for a portion of the session.

3.30 !!:£.Periods.!!!! Salary Payment Poi lcles

3.32

A.

The salary for faculty ~bers whose academic contract year comprises the three (3)
regular quarters (fall, winter, spring) shall be paid In ten (10) equal payments,
beginning ~eptember 30 and ending June 30. The salary tor faculty members whose
academic contract year comprises two <2> academic year quarters and a summer
assignment may be paid In ten (10) monthly payments beginning with the quarter In
which the actual assignment begins, provided that the university cannot make payments
in advance of work to be completed.

B.

In cases of separation from the university payroll before the completion of any
contract period, or for personal leaves, the state policy of prorating earned income
on a dally basis will be followed. Working days are considered to be the total of
all instructional, registration, and final examination days (Section 1.04>, unless as
provided otherwise in this code.

Additional Assignments tor Additional Pay
A.

Approximately 80 percent of a regular faculty member's work load is devoted to
teaching r.espons i b i I it i es and 20 percent to non-teachIng res pons i b I I it i es (SectIons
2.19, 2.38>. The specific assignments may be varied on a quarter-to-quarter basis.
Teaching responsibilities Include preparing tor classes, teaching classes, conducting
research and other such activities directly related to the individual professor's
instruction
and
scholarship.
Non-teaching
responsibilities include student
advisement, university committee assignments, departmental committee assignments,
meetings and other such activities related to general professional responsibilities.
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B.

•,

3.33

3.39

When a faculty member accepts an overload class at the request of the university, he
shell be compensated accordingly.
Non-teaching assignments beyond the regular
non-teaching assigned loads deserve the same consideration.
An "overload" is an
assignment beyond the normal load guidelines (Section 2.38), and most often involves
additional teaching.

Special Assignments
A.

3.34

Page 4i

A uniform or fiat pay rate per credit taught shall be established tor special or
part-time teaching assignments by the vice president tor academic affairs and
observed tor all such assignments Including those In continuing education.
This
shell apply to adjunct faculty es well as to regular faculty who wish to teach an
extra class and be reimbursed. Prior approval tor such assignment and payment is
required.

Use~

Univers ity Fac i l it ies !!!!!!..!!tt. employed During Vacation Periods

A.

Because of the provisions in this code regarding employment of faculty members, the
faculty member's relationship with the Institution is not terminated when he is on
vacation during the summer or other quarters. A tenured faculty ~ber, and any
other faculty member who is expected to return to teach classes and has been
re-employed by the university to do so, does have a continuing
employment
relationship with the university during such periods. While this relationship does
not require the faculty member to perform his teaching services tor the university,
and it does not require the university to pay compensation to the faculty member, a
relationship betw..n the two does exist with regard to certain employee privileges
and obi Igat ions.

B.

If a faculty member desires to use the university facilities and services (labs,
offices, phones, classrooms, secretarial assistance, etc.> during a summer session or
during any quarter when he is not required to perform his professional services,
specific permission must be obtained from the school or department authorizing the
use of those facilities. When possible, the university should honor such requests.
Use of the university library and the services of the administrative offices is
encouraged at all times.

Reappointments--Procedures
A.

Final recommendations concerning the reappointment of any faculty member shell be
submitted to the president of the university by the vice president tor academic
affairs. Each school dean advises the vice president, following a procedure which
utilizes recommendations or information from tour possible sources, as tol lows,
provided that faculty members with administrative appointments or tor whom the
following is inappropriate shall be fairly evaluated by similar procedures :
i.

Each faculty member in a candidate's department or section may submit a
statement to the appropriate dean, using forms provided tor the purpose,
indicating his recommendation regarding reappointment;

2.

Each department or section shall submit a departmental recommendation regarding
reappointment, using whatever committee procedure it desires in arriving at the
recommendation;

3.

Each department or section chairman shal I submit to the appropriate
director his independent recommendations regarding reappointments;

dean

or
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4.

3.42

3.45

3.48

Each faculty member under consideration may submit materials to his department
chairman and school dean regarding his reappointment which he believes will be
helpful in an adequate consideration of his circumstances.

Definition of Tenure
A.

Tenure entitles a faculty member to continuous appointment in a specific department
or unit of the university or in the university as a whole, and retention of rank
without discriminatory reduction of salary and without dismissal except tor adequate
reason determined according to the requirements of due process as set forth in the
Faculty Code.

B.

The granting of tenure is a discretionary decision.
Tenure should be granted to
faculty members of such character and ability that the university, so far as its
needs, resources and state laws permit, can justifiably undertake to employ them tor
the rest of their academic careers. Such a decision must be considered carefully.
The granting of tenure shall be a specific act, even more significant than promotion
in academic rank, and should be exercised only after careful consideration of the
faculty member's scholarly qualifications, teaching ability, character, and other
qualifications specifically related to the university's needs. Specifically, all
individuals and committees responsible tor tenure recommendations shal I apply in such
recommendations strong positive evidence of effective teaching, clearly demonstrated
ability to produce solid research or works of sound scholarship or high artistic
merit, and a record of effective and significant contribution to the proper
functioning of the university and the educational needs of students.

Eligibility tor Tenure--General
A.

Only ranked faculty members as listed In Section 2.05 of the Faculty Code are
eligible tor tenure. Normally, faculty members with academic rank whose duties are
entirely administrative or combine both administrative and part-time teaching
responsibilities are eligible tor tenure only in their capacities as teaching faculty
members, and upon recommendation of the department or program In which they hold
rank.
The tenure of a faculty member who holds an administrative position extends
only to the academic rank which he holds conjointly with such administrative
position.

B.

Appointment to administrative office, or the loss of same, shal I not deprive the
appointee of continuation of tenure in the highest professional rank in which he held
tenure prior to, or during, his appointment to such administrative office;
his
salary shall not be lower than the a~erage salary of those who have held similar rank
positions, prorated to the appropriate yearly basis.

c.

Faculty members with rank on full-time institutional assignments at other locations
shall accrue tenure eligibility in accordance with the provisions of this code as if
they were employed on the main campus of the university in Ellensburg.

Acquisition~

Tenure--Probat ionary Periods

•
A.

The decision whether to grant, deny or deter tenure shall be made in
consistent with th~ following provisions regarding probationary periods.
1.

a

manner

Appointments shall not be made for more than one (1) academic year at a time.
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2.

Faculty members who were employed full time one regular eppointment in their
current essignment by the university prior to September 1, 1975, and who were
appointed to the academic renk of Instructor or higher may be granted tenure
effective the beginning of the academic year Immediately following a four (4)
year period of full-time employment with the university and a department or
program, the decision of tenure to be made in the fourth year;

3.

Facu Ity members whose fu I 1-t Ime emp Ioy111811t on a regular ass Ig~ment becomes
effective after Sept~ber 1, 1975, and who are appointed to the academic renk
of instructor or higher may be granted tenure effective the beginning of the
ecedemic year following a six (6) year period of full-time employment with the
university, the decision to be made In the sixth year;

4.

A feculty member may, when circumstances make It justlfleble, be granted tenure
by the Board of Trustees, effective et a specified time prior to the expiration
of a tour (~) or six (6) year probationary period with the university, end
occasionally may be granted tenure at the time of original appointment; such
eppolntment shall ordinarily be upon rec~ndatlon of the appropriate academic
department and administrators;

5.

The decision to grant tenure may be deferred, with the provision that a faculty
member shall not be reappointed with nontenured status tor more than one (1)
academic year immedletely following the expiration of the epplicable six (6)
year period or tor more than three academic years following the expiration of
the applicable four (4) year period;

6.

Faculty members with academic rank other than department chairmen, whose duties.
are entirely administrative or combine both administrative and part-time
teaching responsibilities may be granted tenure by the Board of Trustees
effective at the beginning of the academic year following the expiration of the
applicable four (4) or six (6) year probationary period.
Eligibility tor
tenure !shall · be determln.O, If possible, at the time of the assumption of such
administrative responsibilities, by the president and vice president tor
academic affairs in consultation with the appropriate academic department or
program; and such appointment shall ordinarily be upon recommendation ot the
appropriate department and administrators;

7.

Faculty originally eppolnted as substitutes tor faculty on leave tor an
academic year or more; faculty appointed In an emergency situation for a term
ot less than one (1) academic year; faculty who have lett the university but
ere subsequently rehired;
and faculty on continuing appointments without
tenure--eny of whom later receive regular appointments on the faculty may
petition
the
Board
of
Trustees
through
the appropriate aniversity
edmlnistrators to count their substitute, emergency, prior, or continuing
appointment without tenure service as a part of their probationary periods, it
such service was full time;

a.

A faculty member may request a review of his qualifications and performance by
the tenured members of his department at any t .ime during the probationary
per lod.

•

3.51

Pege 43

Tenure--Procedure for Granting
A.

At the t'l me tenure decIsions ere to be cons i dared (normell y in sprIng quarter) each
dean or unit director shell submit his tenure recommendations to the vice president
tor acedemic affairs. Such recommendations shal I be based on written data from a
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combination ot sources as tol lows:

3.54

•

3.55

1.

Each faculty member with tenure in the candidate's department or section
submit a written statement with his recommendation, using forms provided;

2.

The
academic
department/section
may
submit
a
departmental/section
recommendation in writing using whatever committee procedures it desires;

3.

The department/section chairman shall submit his Independent recommendation
writing;

In

4.

The faculty member under consideration, It he so desires, may
support of his candidacy;

In

5.

The provisions in Section 2.30 A. 1., may be applied it necessary tor those
faculty members who are in programs or on special assignments outside of
departments.

Notice ot

Termination~

submit

data

may

Faculty Member

A.

A faculty member, defined In Section 1.01 A. 1., may terminate his appointment at
the university effective at the end of an academic year, provided he gives notice at
the earliest possible opportunity, but not later than three (3) months before the end
ot his duties during an academic year, or thirty (30) days after receiving
notification ot the terms of his appointment, it any, tor the next academic year,
whichever date occurs later. The faculty member may properly request ot the Board of
Trustees, through the appropriate chairman, dean, the vice president tor academic
affairs and the pres~dent a waiver ot this requirement of notice In case of hardship
or in a situation where otherwise he would be denied substantial professional
advance•nt.

B.

Faculty members as det I ned in Sections 1.01 A. 2. and 1.01 A. 3. are expected to
give at least three (3) months notice of resignation. Such faculty members may a I so
properly request of the Board ot Trustees, through the appropriate chairman, dean,
the vice president tor academic affairs, and the president a waiver ot this
requirement.

C.

Unless otherwise mutually agreed, any faculty member as defined in Section 1.01 who
terminates his service without giving notice or who tails to complete an academic
year or other terms tor which he shall have been employed, except under highly
unusual circumstances, is regarded as having breached his contract with the
university and inquiring prospective employers will be so Informed.
Requests tor
acceptance ot resignation of such faculty members may be granted with prejudice •

D.

Breach ot contract can place the university in a position of hardship in meeting its
responsibilities to its students and Its services to the state. Such action on the
part ot faculty wil I be regarded by the university as a breach ot professional
ethics.
The faculty member so breaching his contract may be held liable to the
university tor any damages arising from that breach.

Resignation
A.

In the case ot resignation, an official letter ot resignation should be written by a
resigning faculty member to his section or department chairman tor acceptance and tor
forwarding to the dean or unit director with the departmental/section recommendation.
The letter should contain the date ot writing, the effective date ot resignation, and
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the signature of the faculty member. The original of this letter shall
in the personnel folder of the resigning faculty member.

3.56

3.57

retained

B.

The dean
affairs
Included
original

c.

The vice president for academic affairs will forward one copy of the letter of
resignation to the president with his recommendation as to Its acceptance and for
possible Inclusion on the Board of Trustees• agenda.
All resignations of faculty
members shall be subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees.

or unit director shall notify the office of the vice president for academic
of the resignation and Indicate his recommendation on its acceptance.
with the letter of transmittal should be two photostatic copies of the
letter of resignation.

Faculty Standing Committee--The Faculty Grievance Committee
A.

There shall be one Faculty Standing Committee--the Faculty Grievance Committee.

B.

Any member of the faculty is eligible to serve on the Faculty Grievance Committee,
with the exception of department chairmen and chief administrators, including but
limited to the president, vice president and deans. Neither membership on the senate
nor possession of tenure or high rank will be required for eligibility. No member of
this committee, however, shall serve concurrently on the Faculty Senate Personnel
Committee or Faculty Senate Code Committee nor shall any two (2) members or
alternates be from the same department.

c.

Members of this committ.. shall be appointed by the Senate Executive Committee and
ratified by the senate at the last regular meeting of each academic year. Members
and alternates shall serve terms of three (3) calendar years beginning June 15, or
until appointments of their successors are ratified. Members and alternates may be
reappointed and serve any number of successive terms. Terms shall be staggered so
that only one position will need to be tilled in any one year tor both member and
alternate. When the original appointee is unable to complete the full term of
office, an alternate sh~ll complete the remainder of that three-year term, at which
time a new member and alternate will be appointed in the normal way.

Faculty Grievance Committee--composition
A.

3.58

be

The Faculty Grievance Committee shall consist of three (3) faculty members who shall
elect their own chairman. Three (3) alternate members shall also be elected, at the
same time and in the same manner as the regular members, and be possessed of the same
powers and subject to the same restrictions as regular members. Alternate members
shall serve In the place of regular members in the event that a regular member, prior
to any hearing or consideration of an Issue, disqualifies himself tor any reason,
resigns, or is otherwise unable to serve as a functioning member of the Faculty
Grievance Committee.
The order of service of alternate members shall be determined
by the chairman of the committee.

Faculty Grievance Committee--Powers and Duties (General>
A.

The Faculty Grievance Committee shall have the following powers and duties:
I.

to select a chairman and establish rules or procedures tor the resolution of
grievances, provided that such rules or procedures are fair, are informal, and
are not inconsistent with provisions of the Faculty Code;
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2.

to perform the functions assigned to It by the
prescribing a grievance procedure;

section

of

the

Faculty

Code

3.

to attempt
conflicts
having any
individual

4.

to recommend policy questions or Issues, following or as part of its resolution
of specific grievances, disputes, or conflicts, to the attention of the
president of the university or other appropriate administrators, and the Senate
Executive Committee
for
further consideration by any senate standing
committees.

to resolve by Informal means any specific grievances, disputes, or
concerning members of the faculty as defined In Section 1.01, or
special privileges in this code, provided that, at the option of the
aggrieved, decisions may be appealed and a formal hearing requested;

Disciplinary Actions and Policies
A.

In the event a question Is raised concerning the action of any faculty member in
relation to this code or other published university regulations and policies, the
requisite elements of academic due process and all provisions of this code shall be
observed.
In the case of disciplinary action regarding programs or departments with
three members or less, and under conditions calling for faculty participation in the
dIsc IpI I nary act Ion, the approprIate dean wi II convene an ~ hoc comn Ittee from among
the faculty of the same school who will act as required using the ordinary standards
they would apply If the matter had occurred in their own departments. When
disciplinary action requires approval by faculty .embers, the consideration of the
case ·shall take place in a closed meeting of the faculty members of the department or
program (or the~ hoc committee) with the safeguards and rights of Section 3.62 A
(6).
Minutes of the m,etlng will be kept and a copy given to the faculty member in
question.

B.

The administrative sanctions available are:
1.

Warning: A warning may be given In response to minor Infractions of required
code behavior by faculty members. Warning must be delivered in writing and
must be issued by the chairman of the department or program director in the
case of faculty or by the appropriate school dean in the case of department
chairmen or program directors.
The warning may designate a probationary
period, not to exceed twelve (12) months, during which a repetition of the
infraction may lead to a more serious disciplinary step.

2.

Reprimand: A reprimand may be given in response to continued minor infractions
or a single more serious infraction of the Faculty Code. A reprimand must be
delivered in writing and mus~ bear the signature of the department chairman or
program director and the appropriate school dean. A reprimand may designate a
probationary period, not to exceed twelve <12) months, during which a
repetition of the infraction may lead to a more serious disciplinary step. The
faculty members in the department or program involved shall be notified of the
reprimand and the situation leading to it during the next regular meeting of
the department or program following the Issuance of the reprimand.
Such
notification will be indicated in the minutes of the meeting.

3.

Censure: Censure may be given In response to faculty behavior that violates
the Faculty Code and which seriously threatens the reputation, integrity, or
credibility of the university. Censure must be delivered In writing and must
bear the signature of the department chairman or program director, the school
dean, and the vice president tor academic affairs. Censure may not be given
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unless approved by a majority vote of the faculty of the department or program
Involved. Censure may entail a probationary period, not to exceed twelve (12)
months, during which a repetition of the Infraction may lead to a more serious
disciplinary step.
4.

Censure with temporary reduction In pay:
This sanction may be given in
response to repeated violations of the Faculty Code or a violation of the
Faculty Code that seriously threatens the functioning of the university.
The
faculty member Involved must be Informed In writing by certified mail at least
sixty (60) days before the reduction In pay Is to take effect. Such reduction
In pay shall not exceed 1.5% of the gross regular annual contract salary per
month, and shall not continue for more than three months. Temporary reduction
In pay must be approved by a 2/3 vote of the faculty of the department or
program Involved. The written notification must be signed by the department
chairman or program director, the school dean, the vice president for academic
affairs, and the president of the university. Censure with temporary reduction
In pay mey entail a probationary period, not to exceed 12 months, during which
a repetition of the Infraction may lead to a more serious disciplinary step.

5.

Suspension with reduction· in pay: This sanction may be given In response to
behavior which is a serious violation of the Faculty Code and which clearly
Interferes with the functioning of the university or threatens the safety and
well being of university personnel or students. Such suspension shall not
exceed a period of twelve (12) months, and the reduction In pay shall not
exceed 5% of gross regular annual contract salary per month. The period of
suspension may or mey not be counted toward seniority. This condition must be
specified In the written notification which must be delivered by certified mail
at least sixty (60) days prior to the Initial date of suspension from regular
duties and reassignment.
Suspension with reduction In pay and the seniority
status Involved must be approved by 2/3 vote of the faculty of the department
or program Involved.
The letter of notice shall be signed by the department
chairman or program director, the school dean, the vice president tor academic
aft aIrs, and the pres Ident of the un Ivers r.ty.

6.

Suspension without pay:
Suspension without pay and without accrual of
seniority may be applied when the behavior of the faculty member Is in
violation of the Faculty Code and Is Intolerable to the continued functioning
of the university.
Such suspension shall not exceed a period of twelve (12)
months. The faculty member involved shall receive written notice of such
suspension by certified mail ninety (90) days before the beginning of the
suspension period. Such suspension must be approved by a 2/3 vote of the
faculty of the department or program involved. The letter of notice shall be
signed . by the department chairman or program director, the school dean, the
vice president for academic affairs, and the president of the university.

7.

Termination or dismissal:
code.

,.

c.

This sanction is dealt with in Section 3.72

of

the

A recommendation tor disciplinary action may be submitted to the vice president for
academic
affairs
or
the president by anyone with substantial evidence or
alternatively it may be transmitted by or through the faculty member's immediate or
pr"lncipal administrative supervisor. The vice president for academic affairs or the
president shall mail to the faculty member so charged a copy of the charges within
five (5) working days of their receipt.
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D.

At any time in these proceedings the principal administrative officer involved or the
faculty member may seek the advice of the Faculty Grievance Committee.

E.

Disciplinary action or the threat of dismissal shall not be used to restrain faculty
members In their exercise of academic freedom or other rights. However, 11 academlc
freedom11 does not Inc Iude the rIght to remaIn a facu Ity member wh I Ie pars Istent Iy
refusing to perform one's proper functions as a faculty member or the right to
violate university rules and regulations.

F.

Compulsory reassignment: If the behavior of a faculty member represents an immediate
and clear threat to the safety and well being of university students or personnel,
the president of the university may, at his discretion, temporarily reassign a
faculty member to other duties without prejudice and deny access to the campus while
continuing salary at full pay. This step shall be used only during the interim
period between the onset of the problem and some other action in order to comply with
the requirements of due process, while at the same time protecting the campus
community. This action shall not extend for more than ninety (90) days.

VI o Iat Ion

~

State and Feder a I Laws-DIsc Ip I I nary Act Ion

A.

As a general rule, the university should not process a charge that a faculty member
has been convicted, on or off campus, of violation of a state or federal law unless
the matter constitutes a substantial disruption of, or material interference with,
the legitimate purpose and interest of the university. The violation by a member of
the faculty of a criminal law which seriously affects the ability of the faculty
member or university to carry out its normal activities shal-l be considered of
legitimate interest to the university.

B.

In a case where proceedings determine a violation by a member of the faculty, on or
off the campus, the university may consider, but is not bound by, any action taken in
regard to the conviction by city, state, or federal courts.
However, to avoid
injustice resulting from the imposition of multiple penalties tor the same conduct,
the university should avoid subjecting a faculty member to a penalty in regard to the
same violation substantially in add_ition to that Imposed on such member by a city,
state, or federal court, when and If such penalty is known, unless there is real
justification for such action. The university shall be justified in taking action if
the faculty member's action has seriously affected the faculty member's or the
university's ability to carry out its normal activities.

Grievance Procedure
A.

The grievance procedure hereinafter described is open to all faculty members,
including part-time teaching faculty and adjunct professors, who feel aggrieved in
any matter relating to their employment. The Faculty Grievance Committee may accept
a petition for review from a group of faculty members when substantially similar or
identical complaints are made. -

B.

The following steps shall constitute the grievance procedure:
1.

Prior to petitioning the Faculty Grievance Committee for a hearing the
aggrieved faculty member or, In the case of group complaint, representatives
chosen by the group, will discuss the grievance with the dean or member of the
university administration having direct responsibility tor the area of concern
to the grievant, and both parties shal I make a good faith effort to settle the
grievance.
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2.

It no mutually acceptable resolution of the grievance can be reached through
discussion with the appropriate dean or university administrator, the aggrieved
faculty member or group may petition the Faculty Grievance Committee tor
review.
The petition shall be set forth In writing and In reasonable detail
the nature of the grievance, shall state against whom the complaint is directed
and the relief sought.
The petition may contain any Information which the
petitioner deems pertinent to the case.
The petition may be revised or
withdrawn by the petitioner at any tl .. prior to the committee's decision on
whether or not to hold an Informal hearing, but thereafter, only with the
permIssIon of the COIIIIII tt.. •

3.

The Faculty Grievance Committee will Investigate the grievance and attempt to
resolve the Issue.
It, In the opinion of the Faculty Grievance Committee
following an investigation, a settlement is not possible, the committee shall
decide whether or not the facts merit an informal hearing. The committee's
decision of cause or no cause tor an informal hearing shall be issued in
writing within fourteen (14) days of the tiling of the petition. If a regular
academic session Is scheduled to end before the expiration of such time, the
c011111ittee shall have fourteen (14) days commencing with the first day of the
next succeeding academic session to Issue its decision.

4.

In the event the committee decides to hold an Informal hearing, the
set forth in Section 3.59 will apply.

5.

The Faculty Grievance Committee shall have the power to determine whether an
act Ion or decIsIon ot any tacu Ity body, the tacu Ity ~~~ember or unIversIty
official complained of by the petitioner was the result
of
adequate
consideration of all of. the relevant facts and circumstances in terms of the
policies, procedures, academic Interests and current circumstances of the
university.

6.

The COMmittee shall Issue a written opinion embodying therein its findings and
recONMendatlons in any matter which comes before lt. The opinion will be
presented to the parties, the president of the university, (or the chairman of
the Board of Trustees in the event the president is a party to the grievance)
and to the chairman of the Faculty Senate. It may be circulated more widely if
in the judgment of the COIIIIIittee a matter of university-wide policy is
involved.

7.

All decisions of the Faculty Grievance Conwlttee, including the decision
whether to grant an informal hearing, shall be by a majority vote of all the
members of the committee.

Procedures tor Informal Hearings
A.

In~

not

Covered~

procedures

Section 3.92

A faculty member may apply to the Faculty Grievance Committee for an informal hearing
by filing his grievance with the committee. A grievance shall be defined and conform
to The statements contained In Section 3.58. The Faculty Grievance Committee shall
follow this procedure:
1.

In the event the Faculty Grievance Committee decides to conduct an informal
hearing, the chairman shall notify the parties as soon as possible after the
committee's decision. The notice shall state the date, tl~ and place of the
hearing and shall include a copy of the petition tiled with the committee. The
informal hearing shall be held not less than ten (10l days from the mailing of
the notice of the hearing to the parties; unless all of the parties, with the
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consent of the chairmen of the committee, agree to shorten
than ten ( 10) days.

the

time

to

less

2.

The Faculty Grievance Committee may rule at any time prior to commencement
the hearing that it Is unnecessary to hold an Informal hearing.

3.

The Informal hearing review shall be conducted as expeditiously as possible and
on successive days If possible.

4.

The parties to the dispute and any others the committee deems necessary for the
review shall make themselves available to appear at the hearing unless they can
verify to the committee that their absence Is unavoidable.

5.

A member of the Faculty Grievance Committee shall remove himself from the case
It he deems himself biased or has a personal Interest In its outcome. Faculty
Grievance Committee members of the same department as the grievant or grievants
shall not serve at the hearing. Each party shall have the privilege of one <1>
cha I Ienge without stated cause and un I i 111 i ted cha I lenges tor stated bIas or
interest.
A majority of the 00111111lttee members must be satisfied that a
challenged member cannot hear the issue Impartially before the member is
d i squa I It Ied.

6.

In informal hearings, the grievant shall be permitted to have with him a
faculty member of his own choosing to act as advisor and counsel. The faculty
member must be selected from those covered In Section 1.01 of this code,
provided that such faculty member Is not a member of any bar.

1.

Any legal opinion or Interpretation given to the
may be shared with all parties to the case •

B.

Informal hearings will be closed to all except those personnel directly
Invo Ived.
AI I statements, testImony, and a I I· other ev i dance g I ven at the
informal hearing shall be confidential and shall not be subject to disclosure
or discovery and shall not be released to anyone Including the parties
Involved. Such statements, testimony and evidence may not be used to question
the veracity of any party to the case without permission of the person who
divulged the information.

9.

The Faculty Grievance Committee shall tile its findings and recommendations
with the president of the university within Hve (5) working days after the
conclusion of the informal hearing. There shall be no review by the Faculty
Senate.

10.

Within five (5) working days of the receipt of the findings and recommendations
of the Faculty Grievance Committee, the president or his designee (or the
chairman of the Board of Trustees in the event that the president is a party to
the grievance> shall Inform all parties to the case, the chairman of the
Faculty Grievance Committee and the Faculty Senate chairman In writing of his
decision.
The action of the president or his designee shall constitute notice
of the t Ina I dec i s ion in the in forma I hear i ng rev Iew proced ur.e.

11.

If the faculty member disagrees with the final decision In the informal hearing
procedure, he may then request a formal hearing by directing a written request
tor a hearing to the chairman of the Board of Trustees within ten (10> days
after written notice of the decision in the Informal review procedure has been
given by the president or his designee. The formal hearing shall be conducted

Faculty

Grievance

of

Committee

.,,
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in accordance with the procedures set forth In Sections 3.93 C through R of
this coda, with the exception of Sections Hand K which are not applicable to
grievances under this section.
12.

3.63

Non-Reappointment--Notice
A.

3.66

Failure to apply tor a formal hearing within tan (10) days after receipt of the
notice from the president or his designee shall be construed as a decision on
the part ~f the faculty member not to contest the results of the Informal
hearing.
Requ!re~nts

Except with dismissal or termination as provided in this code, written notice by the
president or his designee of a decision not to renew any faculty member's appointment
or of any Intention not to recommend reappointment of any faculty member to the Board
of Trustees shall be made according to the following schedule:
1.

By March 15 or at least three (3) months before the end of his duties during
the first academic year of service at the university or If a one (1) year
academic appointment terminates during an academic year, at least three (3)
months in advance of its termination;

2.

Not later than February 1 of the second academic year of service at the
university, or if a second-year appointment terminates during an academic year,
at least five (5) months In advance of the effective date of termination;

3.

By December 15 of the third academic year of service at the university, if the
appointment expires at the and of the academic year, or if a third-year
appointment terminates during an academic year, at least six (6) months in
advance of the effective dat. of termination;

4.

At least twelve (12) months before the expiration of an appointment after three
(3) or more years of service at the university.

Non-Reappointment--Academic Freedom
A.

If a faculty member on probationary or special or administrative appointment, who is
not tenured, alleges that considerations violative of academic freedom significantly
contributed to a decision not to reappoint him, his allegation will be given
preliminary consideration by the Faculty Grievance Committee, which will seek to
settle the matter by informal methods. The faculty member making the complaint is
responsible for stating the grounds upon which he bases his allegation, and the
burden of proof she I I rest upon hIm. 1f he succeeds In estab I Ish i ng a prIma ~
case in the judgment of the Faculty Grievance Committee, it then becomes incumbent
upon those who made the decision not to reappoint him to come forward with evidence
in support of their decision.
I

3.72

Termination~

A.

Appointments--Causa

Termination of an appointment with continuous tenure, the continuing appointment of
teaching associates, or of a special, or an administrative or a probationary
appointment prior to the expiration of the term of appointment may be effected by the
Institution only for sufficient cause. Sufficient cause for termination shall be:
1.

Insubordination;

or
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B.

· 2.

Conviction of a felony;

or

3.

Abandonment of position;

4.

Physical or mental Incapacity;

5.

Grievous or willful violation of
rules and regulations; or

6.

Conviction for any of the following offenses:

or
or
published

Institutional

and

related

board

a.

Aiding, abetting, or participating In any unlawful act of violence;

b.

Aiding, abetting, or participating in any unlawful act resulting
destruction of state or university property; or

c.

Interference by force or violence, singly or In concert with others, with
any
administrator,
faculty
member, employee, or student of the
Institution who was In the peaceful discharge or conduct of his or her
duties <RCW 28B.I0.570>; or

d.

Intimidation by threat of force or violence, singly or in concert with
others, of any administrator, faculty member, employee or student who was
In the peaceful discharge or conduct of his or her duties (RCW
28B.10.571>; or

in

or
the

7.

Any material and substantial Interference with the orderly conduct of the
educatlo process, the operation of the Institution, or the rights of others.
(Tinker case, United States Supreme Court); or

8.

Fraud In securing employment;

9.

Conflict of Interest (RCW 43.19.1937;

10.

Gross misconduct;

11.

Academic incompetence.

or
RCW 42.18.010-900);

or

or

Termination of an appointment with continuous tenure, the continuing appointment of
teaching associates, or of a special, or an administrative, or a probationary
appointment may also be effected by discontinuance or termination of a department,
program, or division, or reduction In personnel due to <Section 3.78):
1.

Enrollment loss;

2.

Educational policy change;

3.

State or federal legislative action;

4.

Bona tide financial exigency;

5.

Curtailment of work.

3. 73 TerminatIon Based

~

or

F I nanc Ia I ExIgency

or

or

or
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A.

A financial exigency must be demonstrably~ fide. For the purposes of this code,
financial exigency shall Include, but not be limited to, the university's requirement
to meet the directives of the Governor of the State, who has authority over the
university's funds; to conform with the budgetary and staffing authorization levels
set for a fiscal year or a biennium by the State Legislature and the Governor;
to
compensate tor the loss of projected operational Income because of declining
enro I Iments, and to meet 1oss of fed era I I nCOIIIIt supportIng un I vers Ity emp Ioyment.

B.

Where termination of an appointment Is besed upon financial exigency, faculty members
may have the Issues reviewed through the appeal procedures provided In this code~ In
every case of financial exigency, the faculty member or members concerned will be
given notice as soon as possible.

Termination--Release Prior to End of Contract Period

---=;.;...;..;.~.;....;...~~

A.

3.75

If a faculty member who has been notified of termination wishes to resign to accept
another position elsewhere, the university may release him prior to the end of his
contract period, but Is not obligated to do so.

Termination for Medical Reasons
A.

3. 76
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Termination by the university of a tenured appointment, the continuing appointment
without tenure of teaching associates, or of a special or administrative or
probationary appointment before the end of the period of appointment, for medical
reasons, will be based upon clear and convincing medical evidence which shall, if the
faculty .-mber so requests, be reviewed by the Faculty Grievance Committee or In
formal hearing before a final decision Is made by the Board of Trustees of the
university on the recommendation of the president of the university. The university
has the right to demand examination by a licensed physician It chooses, at its
expense.

Non-Reemp Ioyment

~!!!:!!!.

Emp Ioyees

A.

Non-reemployment of a term or probationary e~~~ployee at the end of his term of
e~~~ployment
Is not subject to Investigation and review except that the employee may
request an Investigation and review to establish that written notice was or was not
received in accordance with the provisions of this code or that his academic freedom
was violated. In such cases, the Investigation and review will be concerned only
with these possibilities and wl II not consider grounds tor non-employment (see
Sections 3.06 and 3.66>.

B.

American educational practice permits great fluidity In the testing of a faculty
member's
permanent
usefulness In a particular Institution.
The initial or
experimental phase of a faculty member's career at an Institution is wisely
characterized by a minimum of formal judgment. Furthermore, non-tenure appointments
sometimes tall within the marginal area of an institution's educational and financial
program; the termination of a faculty member may have no bearing whatsoever upon his
professional capacity. In addition, Institutional policy does not envision granting
tenure to all appointees.

Central Washington University recognizes that the non-tenured member of the faculty
Is entitled to the full protection of academic due process and to the traditional
guarantees of academic freedom extended to tenured members of the faculty.
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c.

Institutional responsibility begins with the initial appointment.
Recommendations
tor such appointments shall be made by department or section chairmen or other
administrative officers, only after due consultation with the department/section
members.
On the advice of the chainman, the appropriate dean or director and the
vice president tor academic affairs shall so state in writing to the new appointee at
the time of first appointment, it tor any reason the Institution does not consider
him eligible tor tenure. Special procedures used by the department or section, it
any, will be made known to each newly appointed member of the faculty by the
chairman.

D.

Subsequent to the initial appointment, depart.ents/sectlons shall provide all
appointees eligible tor tenure or tor continuing appointment without tenure a fair
opportunity to participate in the professional work of the department/section insofar
as it is consonant with policy. The institution recognizes that the new faculty
member is serving a kind of internship and that he may not always be the best judge
of his own effectiveness. The guidance and counsel of senior members of the faculty
shall be available to him, as well as the opportunity to d~nstrate his professional
competence to those who will he lp determine whether a recommendation tor granting
tenure will ultimately be made.

E.

Given the existence of such practices, a recommendation by a department or section to
terminate the employment of a non-tenured member of the faculty, It it Is made
according to the regularly constituted procedures involving faculty consultation and
does not violate the university's Affirmative Action Program, shall not be appealable
except on grounds of a violation of academic freedom or a denial ·of due process. The
chairman and dean shall not be required to provide the member of the faculty with
reasons tor the decision. However, should a non-tenured faculty member challenge the
recommendation as a violation of academic freedom or due process, the chairman and
dean mey be expected to provide adequate evidence in support of their judgment in the
course of hearings, it the aggrieved faculty member establishes a prima facie case in
support of his allegations.

Layoff Polley
It is necessary tor Central Washington University to maintain a layoff policy in
order to make such adjustments in staffing as may be necessitated by financial exigency or
program needs.
For the imple.entatlon of this policy, financial exigency must be
demonstrably bona tide;
and shall Include but not be limited to: mandatory compliance
with directives of the governor, legislature, or state agencies; conformity to budgetary
and staffing levels authorized by the state; response to reduction In operational income
and compensation tor the loss of federal income
because of declining enrollments;
supporting university employment.
Grounds tor program changes must also be demonstrably
bona tide, and shall include but not be limited to a continuing pattern of decline in
enrollment within particular departments or units of the university. Under provisions of
this policy, all faculty members, regardless of rank, position, or tenure status, are
subject to possible layoff in the event of financial exigency or program needs.
A.

If such financial exigency or need tor staffing adjustment among programs occurs, the
president of the university shall declare to the faculty, in written form or in
public assembly, the causes that exist tor layoff;
and shal I direct the vice
president tor academic affairs and the Faculty Senate Executive Committee jointly to
develop a layoff plan which will address the university's need to reduce the number
of faculty members then employed or reallocate faculty positions among the units of
the university. The vice president tor academic affairs and the Senate Executive
Committee will evaluate the declaration of financial exigency or need tor staffing
reallocation and the cause or causes tor layoff. If cause tor the declaration is
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substantiated, this plan will (1) identify particular departments or programs in
which a specified number of positions are to be eliminated, C2> state the reasons for
each decision as to department or program and number of positions, C3> describe the
process by which such decisions were arrived at, and (4) establish a strict timetable
tor each step.
The plan will then be made available for review by the Faculty
Senate, the deans and the departments or programs, all of whom may submit written
responses to the vice president tor academic affairs before a date to be specified on
the timetable. The vice president for acadeMic affairs and the Senate Executive
Committee shall then formulate and submit to the president a draft of the proposed
plan, modified to whatever extent they s .. fit In the light of written responses;
this draft shall list the naMes of affected faculty membe~s. as determined on the
basis of the procedures of 3.78 G below. The president shall then decide whether to
implement the plan as presented or to propose modifications to the vice president tor
academic affairs and the Senate Executive Committee.

B.

When the plan Is In a final form satisfactory to the president, the vice president
for acadeMic affairs and the Senate Executive ComMitt.. , the president or his
designee shall Implement It by sending by certified mall, or causing to be personally
delivered, a layoff notice to aech affected faculty member. Each notice of layoff
shall be signed by the president, shall Include a copy of the final layoff plan, and
shall inform the faculty member of the layoff date, of the right to appeal, and of
the right to re-employment.

c.

If the layoff Is necessitated by staffing adjustments tor program needs, the
university will make every effort to find commensurate employment, tor which the
faculty member Is qualified or for which ha could be retrained, elsewhere within Its
department or units.
Recommendations for such alternate employment will be made
jointly by the vice president for academic affairs and the Faculty Senate Executive
Committ...

D.

In establishing dates of layoff, the president will attempt to adhere to the standard
dates of notification as set forth In Section 3.63 of this code. If the conditions
ot the financial exigency demonstrably preclude strict adherence to this section, the
president will extend the dates of layoff as far as the fiscal resources of the
university permit.

E.

Any faculty member who received a layoff notice may request a formal hearing pursuant
to Section 3.93 of this code, but subject to the following special provisions tor
layoff:
1.

2.

The only admissible grounds tor such an appeal, one or more of which the
faculty member must allege In a formal request to the Board of Trustees, and
the only issues to be considered by a hearing officer or officers are:
a.

whether the decision was in violation of Constitutional rights;

b.

whether the decision was arbitrary and unreasonable;

c.

whether the decision violated
procedures of the Layoff Plan.

in

any

material

and
way

the

established

Hearing on such appeals may be consolidated at the suggestion of the hearing
officer or officers and with the agreement of the appellants where it appears
that the causes for layoff are sufficiently similar to assure an adequate and
fair joint hearing.
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F.

Re-employment

Whenever a position of a full-time ranked faculty member Is vacated by a layoff under
this policy, that position shall not be filled by a replacement within a period of
two (2) years from the layoff date unless the faculty member who has been laid off
has been offered re-employment and has failed to accept within thirty (30) days after
being sent by certified mail an offer of reappointment. In addition, the following
procedures tor re-emp loyMnt sha 1.1 be observed:

G.

1.

The vice president for acada.lc affairs shall establish and maintain a
re-employment list containing the names and addresses of all faculty members
who are laid ott. The name and address of each laid off faculty member shall
be kept on the re-employment list for a period of two (2) years from the date
of layoff.

2.

Laid off faculty members shall be listed by department or program and by any
unit formally created and recorded <Section 3.78 G. 1.) and In order of layoff
as defined in Section 3.78 G. 2.

3.

The university may not fill a vacancy In a department or program, or in any
unit formally created and recorded (Section 3.78 G. 1.), for which there are
names on its re-employment list who are qualified for the vacant position.

4.

1t Is the res pons I b i II ty of IaId off facu Ity members to keep the offIce of the
vice president for academic affairs Informed of where they may be reached
read lly.

5.

Any person on a re-employment list who cannot be reached or who fails to accept
within thirty (30) days an offer of re-employment shall be deemed to have
declined the offer.

6.

Any faculty member re-employed shall be placed:
a.

at least at the same rank held when laid off;

and

b.

at least at the same salary step, or If a salary scale Is not In
at a salary level comparable to that held when laid oft.

effect,

Order of Layoff
1.

In order to accommodate the need tor reduction In numbers of faculty employed,
and at the same time protect the programmatic Integrity of the university,
units will be established, where appropriate within departments
and/or
programs, In accordance with the following procedures:
a.

The dean, In consultation with the appropriate department chairmen and/or
program directors, wl II establish a list of units for those areas
reporting to him or her, listing by name the faculty member(s) in each
unit.

b.

The list of units, with names of faculty in each, will be forwarded along
with the recommendation of the department chairman or program director,
to, and must be approved by, the president, the vice president tor
academic affairs, and the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate.
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c.

Within each unit the order of layoff as defined In Section
shall prevail.

d.

Division of departments or

programs

Into

units

must

3.78

be

G.

2.

demonstrably

progra~atlc.

2.

3.

e.

Faculty ~bers shall be Informed as to which unlt(s) they belong, at the
time the dean makes his/her recOMMendation. They may object to such
division by stating their objection In writing to the vice president tor
acadeMic affairs within one calendar week of receipt of the notice. An
individual faculty member may be assigned to more than one layoff unit.
New hires will be placed In the appropriate unlt(s), as determined by the
dean and department chairman or program director.

t.

Any changes made In units shall be made
procedures.

g.

Units shall be reviewed at least once every
department may request a review at any tl~.

In

accordance

five

with

(5)

the

years

above

and

a

Where It Is necessary to lay ott one or more of the faculty within a particular
department, program or unit within a department or program, layoffs will be
made in the following order:
a.

part-tl~

faculty members;

b.

tull-tl~,

c.

tull-tl-. tenured faculty members In order of seniority;

d.

between tenured faculty members with equal seniority, the faculty member
who has obtained the highest academic degrees shall have the greatest
retention priority.

non-tenured faculty MeMbers In order of seniority;

Order of seniority tor all full-time faculty members (whether
non-tenured) shall be determined In the following manner:

tenured

or

a.

All periods of service at Central Washington University except tor summer
school employment shall be counted. Part-time service shall be prorated
and added to full-time service tor the purpose of computing seniority
under this section.

b:

Service at Central Washington University shall be measured from the date
of appointment by the Board of Trustees.
Periods of service shall
Include leaves of absence without pay where seniority rights were granted
by the Board of Trustees, professional leaves, retraining leaves and
disability leaves, but shall not Include leaves granted to enable a
faculty member to pursue advanced degrees.

c.

In !~stances where employees have the same beginning date of full-time
service, seniority shall be determined In the following manner:
i.

Earliest date of appointment to full-time service by the
Trustees, and it a tie exists;

Board

of
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11.

Earliest date of the faculty member's signature on a
intent to accept employment, and It a tie still exists;

letter

of

Ill.

Earliest date of application tor employment as determined from
files of the vice president tor academic affairs;

iv.

lf 'a tie exists after the above order has been followed, the vice
president
tor
academic affairs, after consulting with the
appropriate dean and department chairman, will recommend to the
president which faculty member should be laid ott.

the

3.80 Grievance Procedure--Personnel Coverage
A.

Besides the full-time faculty designated In Section 1.01, the grievance procedures
outlined in this code shall be extended to part-time faculty (except students),
adJunct professors, clinical appointees, research associates and senior instructors.

3.90 Dismissal Procedures--Initial Steps
A.

B.

Dismissal of faculty members shall be distinguished from termination due to layoff
(Section 3.78l. Dismissal shall be tor adequate cause only and shall accord with the
following procedures:
1.

Adequate. cause tor dismissal shall be related directly and substantially to the
fitness and performance of the faculty member in his professional capacity.
Dismissal tor cause shall not be used to restrain faculty members in their
exercise of academic tree~om or other rights as u.s. citizens;

2.

DIsm Issa I ·tor cause of a tacu Ity member sha I I be preceded by:
a.

discussion with the faculty member and appropriate
academic
and
administrative heads looking toward a mutually acceptable settlement;

b.

delivery of a written statement to the faculty member, framed with
reasonable particularity by the president or his designee, Informing the
facu Ity member
1.

of the president's intention to recommend the faculty member's
dismissal to the Board of Trustees of the university, and the
reasons therefor and;

ii.

of the faculty member's right to informal and formal hearing
procedures.
This statement shall be sent or delivered to the
faculty member's last known address of record on tile with the vice
president tor academic affairs whose office shall serve as a
repository tor such addresses tor all faculty who are defined in
Section 1.01.
A copy of the statement shall be tiled with the
chairman of the Board of Trustees and the chairman of the Faculty
Senate.

·If the faculty member being dismissed tor cause elects to dispute the truth of the
charges against him or to defend himself on the grounds that the charges are not
adequate cause tor dismissal, he may have, at his option:
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3.91

the dismissal decision reviewed in an inform21l he21rlng by the Faculty Griev21nce
Committee, pursuant to the provisions of Section 3.92 of this code, 21nd
following 21 he21rlng, or by a direct referr21l from the F21culty Griev21nce
Committee, he mey have his case reviewed In a formal he21rlng pursuant to the
provisions of Section 3.93 of this code; or

2.

reviewed lnltl21lly In 21 formal he21rlng pursuant to the
3.93 of this code.

provisions

of

Section

Termination Date
A.

3.92

1.

The termination date provided by the president or his designee shall remain firm,
whether or not the dismissal is disputed, unless suspension is designated (Section
3.95). It the dismissed faculty member Is reinstated, he shall receive all back pay
and benefits to which he would have been entitled had he not been dismissed.

lnform211 Hearings:
to Layoff

Dismissal of Faculty Melllber tor

~.!!!!,~naTion

of Employment Due

A.

An aggrieved facul-ty member shall apply tor an Informal hearing by tiling a wriTTen
request tor a hearing with the presidenT or his design .. wiThin ten (10) working days
af'ter receiving the written noTice of ln'ten'tlon to recommend dismissal tor cause or
notice of termina-tion due 'to reduc'tlon-in-torce, and the hearing shall be granted.
Upon receipt of the f21cul'ty member's request tor an informal hearing, the president
or his design .. shall provide a copy of the noTice of ln'ten'tlon to recommend
dismissal or notice of 'terminaTion due to reduc'tion-ln-torce and the faculTy member's
requesT tor 21n Informal hearing 'to the chairman of the Faculty Sena-te. A he21ring
wi I I be &Cheduled as soon thereafTer as possible.

B.

The chairman of the Faculty Sena'te shall, 21f'ter receiving a copy of the noTice of
IntenTion To recommend dismissal or noTice of terminaTion due to reducTion-in-force
and the faculty member's requesT tor 21n Informal hearing, esTablish a daTe tor an
informal hearing by the Faculty Grievance Committee. A no'tice esTablishing the date,
1"1~ and place of the hearing shall be provided to the faculty member no't
more than
ten (10) days from the daTe ot the chairman's receipT of 'the request tor an inform21l
hearIng.

c.

The Informal hearing shall be held noT Jess than ten (10) working days from the
mailing ot the notice of hearing to the t21culty member, unless all of the parties,
with the consenT of the chairman, agree to shorTen the time to less than ten (10)
d21ys.

D.

The f21culty member mey waive the oppor-tunity tor an informal hearing and initially
request a formal hearing pursuant to the provisions of SecTion 3.93 of this code.

E.

The Faculty Griev21nce CommitTee mey rule th21t it is impossible to conduct an Informal
hearing. In such cases, the commitTee may decline to conducT an informal hearing and
refer it to the president or his designee for a formal hearing.

F.

The informal hearing shall
'
successive
days It possible.

G.

The par'ties and any others the Faculty Grievance CommitTee deems necessary to the
proceedings shall make themselves available to appear at the hearing unless they can
verify to the committee thaT their absence Is unavoidable.

be

conducted

as

expeditiously

as

possible

and

on
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3.93

H.

A member of the Faculty Grievance Committee shall remove himself from the case if he
deems himself biased or personally interested in its outcome. Committee members who
are members of the same department as the concerned faculty member shall not serve at
the hearing.
Each party shall have the privilege of one challenge without stated
cause and unlimited challenges for stated bias or interest.
In the case of a
challenge for stated bias or interest, a majority of the Faculty Grievance Committee
members must be satisfied that a challenged member cannot hear the case impartially
before the member can be disqualified.

t.

In an Informal hearing the faculty member shall be permitted to have with him a
Central Washington University faculty member as defined in Section 1.01 of this code,
of his own choosing to act as advisor and counsel, provided that such faculty member
is not a member of any bar.

J.

Informal hearings will be closed to all except those personnel directly involved in
the case.
Statements, testimony, and all other evidence given at the informal
hearing shall be confidential and shall not be released to anyone or used to question
the veracity of any party to the case, without permission of the party who divulged
the information, and may be used by the committee only for the purpose of making its
findings and recommendations to the president.

K.

Any legal opinion or interpretation given to the Faculty Grievance Committee
shared with all parties to the case.

L.

The Faculty Grievance Committee shall file Its findings and recommendations with the
president, the chairman of the Faculty Senate, and the parties within five (5)
working days after the conclusion of the Informal hearing. Within five (5) working
days of the receipt of the findings and recommendations of the Faculty Grievance
Committee, the president or his designee shall Inform all principals to the case, the
chairman of the Faculty Grievance Committee and the Faculty Senate chairman of his
decision. This action of the president or his designee shall constitute notice of
the final decision in the informal hearing procedure.

M.

If the faculty member disagrees with the final decision In the informal hearing
procedure, he may request a formal hearing on the matter by directing a written
request to the president or his designee within ten (10) days after receiving notice
of the final decision. The president or his designee shall pass the written request
on to the chairman or, In the absence of the chairman, the vice chairman or another
member of the Board of Trustees within five (5) working days after receiving the
request for a formal hearing.

Formal Hearings: Dismissal of Faculty
to Reduction-in-Force

~~~~and

Termination of

may

Employment

be

Due

A.

It is expected that most issues will be settled in an equitable and mutually
satisfactory manner through the Informal procedures set forth In this code, without
resorting to the formal hearing procedures hereinafter described.

B.

Failure to apply tor a formal hearing within ten (10) days
written notice of intention to recommend dismissal tor cause
due to reductlon-in~force, if the Informal hearing procedure
faculty member, or within ten (10) days after receipt of
informal hearing has been held, shall be treated as a waiver
the right to a formal hearing.

after receipt of the
or notice of termination
has been waived by the
the final decision it an
by the faculty member of
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c.

Upon receipt of a written request for a formal hearing, the chairman, vice chairman,
or other member of the Board of Trustees, on the besls of longevity and In the
preceding order, shall appoint one or more hearing officers, not to exceed three for
any hearing, to preside over, conduct and make proposals tor decisions, Including
findings of fact and conclusions of law, In all cases. The board shall afford the
faculty member an opportunity tor a fonmel hearing after not less than ten (10) days'
notice and provide such faculty m.mber with notice of the hearing In accordance with
the provisions of RCW 28B.19.

D.

Should more than one hearing officer be appointed to hear the
hearing officer shall be designated to preside at the hearing.

E.

Service of a notice of hearing will be made by the principal hearing officer to the
faculty member's last known address of record on tile with the vice president tor
academic affairs of the university by certified or registered mall, telegraph, or
personal service at least ten (10) days prior to the hearing. The notice shall
Include:

.)

case;

a

principal

1.

a statement of the time, place and nature of the proceeding;

2.

a statement of the legal authority and jurisdiction under which the hearing
to be held;

3.

a reference to the particular rules of the university Involved;

4.

In cases of dismissal for cause, a short and plain statement of the charges.

is

and

The faculty member may respond to the charges In writing at any time before theo hearing.
If the faculty member waives a hearing, but In writing clearly and specifically
denies the charges against him or asserts the charges do not allege adequate cause
for dismissal, such writing and the president's recomMendation for dismissal shall be
given to the members of the Board of Trustees for their consideration In acting on
the president's recommendation.
F.

The principal hearing officer shall determine whether the hearing shall be open to
the educational community or whether particular persons should be permitted in
attendance or excluded from attendance.

G.

The faculty member will be permitted to have an advisor or legal counsel of
choice present at the hearing at his own expense.

H.

The burden of proof that adequate cause for dismissal or grounds tor termination due
to reduction-in-force exists rests with the university, and shall be satisfied only
by clear and convincing evidence in the record considered as a whole.

1.

The principal hearing officer may grant recesses of the proceedings to enable
party to investigate evidence as to which a valid claim of surprise is made.

J.

If the parties agree that a formal record or transcript of the proceedings shall be
furnished, the cost shall be borne equally by the parties, otherwise the costs shall
be borne by the party requesting the transcript.

K.

In cases of d Ismi ssa I for cause, all documents, communications, and records dealing
with the processing of an appeal or grievance shall be filed separately from the
Individual's personnel ti Ia in a sealed envelope which shal I not be opened except tor
use as legal evidence, and then only upon prior written notice to the person. A

his

own

either
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summary of the t1nal resolution of the case and reference to the entire grievance
appeal tile shall be placed in the individual's personnel tile.

or

L.

The faculty member will be afforded an opportunity to obtain necessary witnesses and
documentary or other evidence, and the administration of the university will, insofar
as it is possible to do so, secure the cooperation of such witnesses and make
available necessary documents and other evidence within its control, subject to
restrictions on the basis of confidentiality or privilege.

M.

The parties will have the right to confront and cross-examine all witnesses.
Where
the witness cannot or will not appear, but the principal hearing officer determines
that the Interests of justice require admission of his statement or testimony, the
principal hearing officer may provide tor written interrogatories or depositions and
may Issue subpoenas as provided in RCW 28B.19.120.
Such Interrogatories and the
responses thereto, and depositions so authorized, shall be admissible in the record
of the proceedings, provided, that no person shall be compelled to divulge
information which he could not be compelled to divulge by answers to interrogatories
or by deposition In a court of law.

N.

The principal hearing officer may admit any evidence which is of probative value in
determining the issues Involved. Every possible effort will be made to obtain the
most reliable evidence available.

o.

The existence or non-existence of a material tact, as made or agreed in a stipulation
or In an admission of record, will be conclusively presumed against any party bound
thereby, and no other evidence with respect thereto will be received on behalf of
such party, provided:
1.

Upon~

Binding. Such a stipulation or admission is binding upon the parties
by whom it Is made, their privies and upon all other parties to the proceeding
who do not expressly and unequivocally deny the existence or non-existence of
the material tact so admitted or stipulated, upon the meking thereof, It made
on the record at a prehearing conference, oral hearing, oral argument or by a
writing tiled and served upon all parties within five (5) days after a copy of
such stipulation
admission has been served upon them;

or

2.

P.

Withdrawal. Any party bound by a stipulation or admission or record at any
time prior to final decision may be permitted to withdraw the same in whole or
in part by showing to the satisfaction of the principal hearing officer that
such stipulation or admission was made inadvertently or under a bona fide
mistake of fact contrary to the true fact and that Its withdrawal at the time
proposed will not unjustly prejudice the rights of other parties to the
proceeding.

A proposal tor decision and findings of fact and conclusions of law shall be forthwith
served upon the parties and transmitted to the Board of Trustees together with a record of
the proceeding. The hearing record shal.l include:
1.

all

2.

evidence received or considered;

3.

a statement of matters officially noticed;

doc~ments,

motions, and intermediate rulings;
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4.

questions and offers of proof, objections and rulings thereon;

5.

proposed findings and exceptions;

6.

Any decision, opinion, or report by the officer or comMittee chairman presiding
at the hearIng.

and

Findings of feet end conclusions of law shell be based only on the hearing record.

Q.

Within thirty (30) days of service of the proposal for decision end findings of feet
conclusions of law, any party adversely effected may file exceptions, and thereafter
parties may present written argument to the Board of Trustees, which shell consider
whole record or such portions as may be cited by the parties, and after such review
board shell announce its decision and final action to be taken and the reasons therefor
a regular or spacial board meeting.

R.

Every decision and order, whether proposed, initial, or final, shall:

3.95

1.

be correctly captioned as to name of agency and name of proceeding;

2.

designate all parties and counsel to the proceeding;

3.

include a concise statement of the nature and background of the proceeding;

4.

be accompanied by appropriate numbered findings of feet end conclusions of law;

5.

whenever practical, the conclusions of law shall Include the reason or
for particular order or ren.dy afforded;

6.

wherever practical, the .conclusions and/or order shall be referenced to
specific provisions of the lew and/or regulations appropriate thereto, together
with reasons end precedents relied upon to support the same.

reasons

Suspensions
A.

3.97

and
all
the
the
at

Until the final decision in connection with the dismissal of a faculty member with
tenure or the termination of an appointment prior to the expiration of the
appointment has been reached, the faculty member may be suspended, or assigned to
other duties In lieu of suspension, by the president of the university. Before
suspending a faculty member, pending an ultimate determination of his status
according to the hearing and review procedures provided in this Faculty Code, the
president will consult with the Faculty Grievance Committee.
Suspension
is
appropriate only pending a formal hearing. Salary and benefits will continue during
the period of suspension.

Terminal Salary or Notice
A.

If a tenured faculty member is dismissed tor cause, he will receive the equivalent of
his salary for at least three (3) months following the date of final notice of
termination.
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